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criteria in decision HUlKIng 
nature of criteria, the search for the most nr,,,tt>'rrt>rl solution must require input 
and feedback from the decision maker in the form of infor

the DM's rmptprpyU'P 

the solution 
solution. 

the fact that multicriteria decision u."":>''''''5 tools can be used 
in real-life I)TIOOlerllS, the use of the methods for multicriteria decision lll':LAj,1l5 

(MCDM) in is still scarce. The basic reason for that situation 
be that are not familiar with MCDM U"'LUVUi:>, 

to understand and to work at. 
assist decision makers reach the solutions 
hensive of MCDM methods to use is a 

In this dissertation we design an interactive multicriteria decision 
for decision makers solve lllLULl1-11" l-VJllllJll-LJlll14 

The interactive DSS is for 
The DSS is for a 

In overview of multicriteria decision 1.1«""""U5' 

We also introduce the linear We 
sic definitions of the terms often used in MCDM. The interactive methods for 
MCDM are also discussed. We introduction to two MCDM 

.. The pf()gr'aIIunmg methods 

.. The value function methods. 

In 2 we go into 
We focus on the <YPYlt>r",1 Ct,UJllHjilll:> and value function methods. We 
focus on some of the traditional goal 

and the methods that we have Impl~lmlent;ea 
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comments on the methods discussed are We also review the literature on 
interactive 

3 we discuss the issues related to the velopm~mt of the decision 
We describe the different and character-

istics of decision The essential requirements in a decision 
are also outlined. We also discuss the life 

In 4 we discuss the of the DSS. The 
for three interactive MCDM methods Impl~~mlen10ed. in the DSS are outlined. 
The methods are 

• The reference point method 

• The interactive method 

• The value function method 

Some modifications made to the methods are also discussed. Different user in
terfaces in the DSS are shown. We illustrate the decision maker's interaction 

in the decision process the DSS. 

In 5 we discuss the validation and evaluation of the DSS. The results 
for tests three MCDM methods are Issues 
related to the field test of the DSS are discussed. and summary 
statistics of the DSS and the methods in the DSS are In 
Luav""" 6 we the conclusions and 

In appendix A the formulation in the DSS are 
In B we describe the multicriteria used for valid at-

the DSS. Two different and their mathematical are 
and field tests. In 

used for 
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Processes of evaluation and decision """"","5 

and work .,vn."",."n",,,, 

of whether these processes involve """"''''rH,,, 
-,,_. _______ national energy 

encompass and of the decision makers. 
The in which many of these decisions have to be is often 
unstructured and the consideration of U'LUH~l'" 
the rule rather than the As human 

to take of all of these to 
make a rational and lllc;a."tU'I:;' decision. 

of these decision "«""-'''5 eft...,;,,,,,,",, started in the 
-rr-"-- mathematicians and economists such as Von-

M()rg:en:stE3rn and may more. These researchers were the first to re-
,,,,,, ... nl·_'. It 

the last three decades that there has been an increased awareness of the need to 

and solution 

1 
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1.1 

Multicriteria decision-aid 
refers to a structured 

lU~U"lVl" criteria decision HU.r..lllF; 

nnn""',, to decision 1"'''''',H5 

UUJ'CllU> in the presence of "_'_'_">"~' 
.~(}l/fn""l means that the decision-maker 

reasonable alternative from among a set of available ones. 
also define MCDM as both an and a 

make choices which are in accord with their values in cases 
noncommensurate and criteria. The con-

VClHHHll does not exist in a multicriteria framework and thus multi
criteria U"'vUl"U within the optimization 

Ml:mE~ge,mEmt Science 
is the word 'aid' seems essential to 
outlined for MCDM: 

II MCDM seeks to take <:;"'-1>11',,1" 

criteria in 

II The MCDM process to structure the pr'ODlern; 

II The 

intuition, 
~_'''N, ... rl dF;"'Ul"L which ideas can be tested 

uur;".'U~;H" or 

II The process leads to better COllSloeJreo 
able decisions - the 

II The most useful and trans-

II The non-trivial skills are nec-
essary in order to make effective use even of such tools 

LVIUjJl"'.!\. environment. and Stewart 

The MCDM 
basic elements: 

involves 

Value: a person cares 
socio-cultural environments. 

a decision with the 

2 
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Goal: 
maker (DM) may seek to reduce 
cannot be or is to be 

to be to its fullest. 
may want to minimize its customers' \.-UJlHl11a.UlL,o.. 

cates the direction desired. 

Attribute: It is a measure that evaluates the achievement and objectives. 

Decision Maker: A person, a group of persons, or an tasked 
with decisions. The decision maker is supposed to have a better insight 

", .. ,,>"'orn and is to express relations between dif-
makes many decisions Thus Makowski and 

limit the of a decision maker to those persons who 
of decisions made by them or at least reflect how 

these decisions are made. 

Decision Alternatives: Feasible 
decision pr,oolern. 

Criteria: 
fined in terms of 

for a uc;',-,mLULL, feasible "olutions to a 

decision alternatives. Criteria may be de
Criteria measure the effectiveness of 

Constraint: A limit on attributes and decision variables that mayor may not 
be stated For we may consider that a person has to 
work at most ten hours per as a constraint. 

Outcomes: achievement or pertc,rnlaJlce of each decision alternative on crite
ria. 

DercEmtlolls are the force behind almost any decision 
They are reSDonSlDle for the between 

nr,p",mt and desirable state. For example, highly the cultural op-
of a suburban dweller to make a decision of 

decision process. 
as "find a 
an individual 
decision boils down to 

Each available ",,,,,,, .. I·rn.ant ""Y"'''''''''''~T'' 

MCDM context, the "election 
the set of criteria. The criteria in this case may include: 

quality of distance from the 

3 
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level of traffic noise and many more. ~-'W"'~".1 the criteria should 
characteristics: 

Value relevance: The DM's should be able to link the N)1n('<'nt of 
their which re
late 
distance from the may cause a confusion as to whether an 

to be far from the or nearer to them. 

DM's should 

sis. 

Measurability: All criteria decision (MCDA) im
of alternatives of measurement of the np'rtnrrn 

thus it must be to this in 
a consistent manner. 

The criteria can be broken down into 
the process. 

to sim-

There should be no more than one criterion mea-
the same factor (i.e. double should be avoided). 

Criteria are 
" .. ,,,t" .... "'n("'" with respect to a or trade-offs between 

two do not on the level of another. 

The criteria should cover all of the 
lem. 

The criteria should be U",OOLuU5UAUY used in the anal-

'-'''.~_I''~''+ .. versus The modeler should strive the sim-
plest value tn>e or criteria which the 
for the DM. and Stewart 

In addition to above MCDM elements we take a look at three of 
MCDM 

• Selection. Given a set S of alternatives (also called r.,,",n,n" 

• 

the selection task involves a subset 
ro" ..... T'''c·nri of as small as number of 

known as CU,:;:;lIH;a 

consists of 0"'''5"uU5 each alternative from S to one of the pre-

4 
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• 

defined The assignment should be based on the 
intrinsic measure of a criterion for an alternative and not on its 

with other alternatives from S. in prac-
""'''5'''''''''''" is often based on relative differences of alter-

r"-,.o,..",hr,,, involves 
on the set of alternatives S. 

1.1.1 

MCDM and the for be cate-
as being either continuous or discrete. Goicoechea et further 

adds that the nature of MCDM problems is reflected by whether the decision 
variables of the are continuous or discrete. Continuous MCDM 
lems of their continuous decision result in a choice 
situation an infinite number of alternatives. Goal progmm-

(GP) and assessment are two methods for solv-
both continuous and discrete MCDM problems. Yet there are also other 

methods with MCDM with continuous decision vari-
ables. 

Unlike in continuous MCDM there are many decision situations in 
which the DM must choose among a finite number of alternatives which are 
evaluated on a common set of noncommensurable criteria. Problems 
of this sort occur in many for which one of five 
candidates should be hired. These are the so-called discrete MCDM 
The structure of the discrete is in a 
Note that we shall go into details of methods used to solve mainly continuous 

of MCDM prc~olems. 

1.2 

Multiple objective linear is an subset of MCDM. 
MOLP is also a subset of a class of models called mathematical pro-

"''''''''''U5 models. Mathematical (MP) under ob-
tool to assist in the process of 

for decisions which best a multitude of LU'.lH',LLJ,ll!', 

MOLP falls under the continuous of MCDM where the set of alternatives 
S is defined 

1 Mathematical programming model is a mathematical abstraction and should not be con-
fused with programming computers building and using the model inevitably requires 
programming of a rmnnntp,rl 

5 
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The field of linear pf()gr:ammlngl 
1970's and many were to address 

Most MOLP methods utilize one of the three 
(1) a vector maximization (2) an based on aDM's 

levels or goals and (3) a utility maximization Our 
main focus in this research will be on the last two of MOLP. In the 
essence of the statement of the decision maker's for outcomes 
in space, MOLP solution like 
a single linear and Korhonen 
Instead a family of reasonable solutions is identified and the intervention of the 
decision maker to find the "most solution. The 

set of for these is referred 
to as interactive methods for MOLP pr()bllems. 
mentations were developed (and we shall develop in this over the years 

from each other in a way they assess from the DM and the 
derive search directions to move from current iterate to the next in 

A traditional MOLP is usually described as follows: 

Max z = Cx 

Subject to: xES 1) 

where A is an m x n constraint matrix of full rank m, bl (l 1,2, ... , m) are 
the values of the side of the constraints and C a k x n ma-
trix whose rows (i = 1,2, ... , are formed k individual and 
Zi = where z E is the vector. The set S of feasible solu-
tion vectors is a subset in the so-called decision space ]Rn. The set 
z== E : z = x E of all vectors to feasible 
solution vectors x E defines the set of attainable outcomes in the so-called 
O(J1(?ctz:ve space (]Rk). 

the model has n decision m constraints and k C'Af'U--"" 

is that all the relations in the above math
hio,,-,h,,,, functions and constraints are 

we shall assume that all the 
to be maximized. 

As stated the DM wishes to maximize all 
due to the nature of there may not exist one 

alternative that maximizes all In fact, there may exist many alter-
natives from the most alternative must be selected. 
there is an infinite number of solutions and [BTOl]. To 
facilitate the selection of the most one may assume there 
exists a function that the of the DM with to all 

(or so-called 

6 
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1.3 

This section brief definitions of MCDM which are used. 

1 1 

Definition 

Let z, z' E JRk be two criterion vectors. Then z dominates z' if and only 
if 

z 2: z' and z Ie z' 

i.e. 

Zi 2: z: for all i and Zi > z: for at least one i 

In other if z dominates z', no """'lmr,n"PTl of z is less than the corre-
SPC)ll(jlDlg C()mpOll1erlt of z', and at least one COlnpon,em of z is than its 
cOITeE;pondJing COInp,onlmt of z'. 

Definition 

Let z E Z C . Then z is nondominated if and if there does not ex-
ist z' E Z c such that 

z' 2: z and z Ie z'. 

Otherwise z' is a dominated criterion vector. 

In other a criterion vector is nondominated if it is not dominated 
any other feasible criterion vector. The set of all nondominated criterion vec
tors is called a nondominated set. 

1 

Definition 

Let Zi be the function that defines criterion i. A xES is if 
and if there does not exist another x' E S such that 

> and Zi(X') Ie Zi(X), for i 1,2, ... , k 

7 
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An if and if no alternative of S 
(a set of all dominates it. The set of efficient alternatives (which 
can be S when the dominance relation is empty) is generally considered as the 
set of the even if there are sometimes reasons for 
not non-efficient actions . The definition of an efficient 
alternative gave rise to some to of weak C;Hll\AC;H\.-

proper efficiency and so on. 

The set of all efficient points is called the set. 

Definition 

The point xES is said to be 
exist another x' E S such that 

if there does not 

1 

Let (j 1,2, ... , k) be the solution to the 

Max 

to XES 

Let Zij = Zi ) (i = 1, 2, ... , 
is the value achieved for the 

Definition 

The ideal in is the whose coordinates are (zi, , ... , 
is the maximum of over the feasible set. definition 

= Zii 

1 

Definition 

The nadir is defined as the minimum of over the efficient set. 

The nadir can be very difficult to calculate precisely. A ,",v,,,uuv.,u.y 

UAUU",,"iUU of the nadir is 

£i = Zij, i = 1, 2, ... , k 

(1.2) 

where 

used ap-

shows that these 'Ul1ClTrIY'_ 

mate nadir values the payoff 
function values on the efficient solution set. He furthermore advises that any 
solution should allow the user to '-'''''''1">''0'"' solutions with 

8 
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function values lower than the nadir values from the 
also which demonstrates that the 

table minimums and the minimums over the efficient set 
Korhonen et al. further comment that 

unless measures are taken when there are alternative 
there is no that all row criterion vectors from the 
table will be nondominated. If the minimum column value oecurs 
in a row whose criterion vector is the 
minimum eolumn value may underestimate the nadir. Oth-

the minimum column value will correctly the nadir or 
overestimate it... The problem of the nadir is much 
more difficult 

Korhonen et pursue a heuristic for the purpose of 
estimates of the nadir values but without adding great '-'VJLUj..'H:;_'-' 

a the of nadir values is not 
tional results show that much better estimates can be obtained their 

tables alone. and Tenfelde-·Podehl 
of finding the nadir propose a 

nadir values based on theoretical results on Pareto 
with fewer criteria. 

It is evident that there is a room for further research in a better method 
than tables for the minimum criterion (nadir) values over the 
efficient set. Since the heuristics are in we shall in this 
dissertation continue to use the tables for the estimation of the nadir in 
the generation of MCDM models for our decision . The 
user of the DSS should however bear in mind that there be the minimum 
criterion values which are below the nadir values estimated the 
tables. of this sort still for a feasible solution over the 

1 

In this section we give a brief introduction for the interactive methods for mul-
ticriteria deeision also known as the articulation 
of in MCDM. to Stewart , these are the methods in 
which the full structure of the DM is not structured and elicited a 

, but is evaluated and in response to ehoices 
the DM. He adds that all MCDM and technical mathematical pro-

of efficient need to be 
'-"''''''.1 and strueture the criteria. 

2If preferences are a priori, the DM has to define 
actually performing the 

9 

preferences in advance 
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A number of MCDM nn''"'''!>"I,,,,, have come to be termed interactive methods 
in that characteristic 

It A feasible (and usually C;Ul'UC;l.l" 

of solutions is rrfl>'fl?o1-£,rI 

and to the DM. 

It If the DM is satisfied with 
process stops. Otherwise he/she is 
local information in the 

such as direct comparisons between (actual and 
solutions, tradeoffs or desired directions of 

ment. 

prlsferellce models 
are of the decision space are eliminated 
and the process returns to the first step. 

10 
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Yes 

Societal values 

Environment 

Resources 

Preference structure 
of the DM 

Yes 

Is the DM 

No 

No 

is available 

1.1: 
Goicoechea et 

General statement 
of needs 

Identification of 
decision variables 

Choice of mathematical framework 
for 

Formulate set of Formulate set of 

No 

functions 

Generate alternative 
for set of 
functions) 

Evaluate actual 
consequences, direct 

and concomitant 

Is the alternative 

to the DM? 

constraints 

Framework for Interactive Methods 

11 
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These methods 
cess. This has an 

DM involvement in the solution pro
the DM to 

Stewart and feel for the structure of the 
the use of interactive methods is well suited to situations in which a in-

or a small group, needs to find one or a 
alternatives to the decision problem, when the cri-

teria are in terms of quantitative attributes. The methods are 
not well suited in group decision contexts in which there are sub-

stantial in which many criteria are or in which a 

1 

1 

for the solution obtained need to be established. In in
nr,nt",r.,.nr>,,,,, are also either UW'LnI';ZUUZ'llf'. 

easy to answer, 

decision are common in 
interactive approaches (the articulation of 

are often favoured by researchers for several reasons: 

1. Pel~ceDtlonisinftuenced the total set of elements in a situa-
tion and the environment in which the situation is embedded. 

2. functions or value structures cannot be 
although it is assumed that the DM sub

scribes to a set of beliefs. 

3. Value structures over and pn~tel'ences of the DM 
can over time as well. 

4. or desires LH'"1,H"'C; as a result of and expe-
rience. 

5. The DM looks at trade-offs that 
of rather than at all the ~~,I~~V' 
time. 

Romero [eg1] claims 
used Multicriteria Decision "A',W,","); 

reason for the of GP appears to be its underlying 
GP is often cited as the "workhorse" of 

3If the preferences are expressed a posteriori, we search first and decide later. 

12 
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UV"JlUH£,a.Cl'-'U [C04]. 

Goal 

to seminal works 
G P applications and non-technical 
"",-"J.HU<OU'vLJ'C"W [J95] cite references of GP 

More other variants of G P have 
teractive methods we shall review in this research 

methods as formulated 

ImDHlSSllve boom of 

of in-
and reference 

which Korhonen and 
Laakso Vn'5La.HUU.'U5' Their 
to preserve the main 

For each nrnert,zve 
numerical nSfl1.rt:r,twm. 

oc;.I\.':UHV"C may seek to reduce costs 
can be seen as a goal). in most situations the 

levels cannot be deviations from 
The reader should bear in mind that in 

is first established for each 

1 

The vast of GP is due to the fact that it is easy to understand and 
the fact that it is easy to since it constitutes an extension of 

linear , for which very effective are 
available (Aouni and Kettani Since the of GP can be traced to 
LP, a for GP model can be found the LP its 

The LP model can be "",.,,,r,p,,,,,,,,-l as follows: 

13 
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n 

Min Z 
j=1 

n 

to: ajlXj = 
j=l 

Xj 2: 0 (1.3) 

for l = 1, 2, "" m and j = 1, 2, "" n, where Xj are decision 
and the are contribution coefficients that the HH:U~.lH'::" 

contribution to Z for each unit of their This LP 
model seeks a single or of LWlIHJUH:6WI)', 

The above model has m constraints with ajl (l 1,2, "" m and j = 1, 2, "" 
n) as coefficients that the per unit usage by Xj of the 

hand side coefficient All the decision variables should be 

The method of GP was .... '0 .. ,"''1 Charnes and 
pn3sent~ttl(m of GP, The aim was to seek a solution that 

minimizes the sum of deviations of the 
The process involves identifying and 
tive, When are lUt;11C,lH'''U, 

attainment for each objective i is set 
achievements and underachievements of 
dt (for and 

The model can be set UAC'.UC;H,LCL as follows: 

Let Xl, X2, •.• , Xn be the decision variables of the 
Let be the coefficient of (j = 1,2, ... , n) in the 
each where k is the number of 
Let qi be the i. 

The solution of the GP should be as close as to tl~l,tll,IlHI~ the 
we seek as far as to solve: 

n 

= qi , for i 1, 2, , .. , k 
j=l 

where 
n 

, (i 1, 2, ... , 
j=l 

lUt~Ct::;UljlU)e, the attainment of ~h,~n,h"'fl 
But it is to these 

function for the GP model as: 

14 

before. 
One pos-
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k n 

Min Z I, 
i=1 j=1 

minimize the sum of deviations from goals, Hence the 
function of the GP model is DV",,,,.,,.,,,,,,,ri 

achievement Then the in 
transformed into a linear pn)gr'anllllmg format where the new variables are in-
troduced the as follows: 

n 

di = qi, for i = 1, 2, "" k 
j=1 

so that the ODJecuve function is reduced as follows: 

k 

Min Z (1.6) 
i=l 

But since di can be either or it the 
difference of and mentioned earlier, That 

where 
:?:: 0, :?:: 0 

such that 
+ , for i 1, 2, "" k 

Hence the \.oV"'"!-i'LCOC'''' GP model can be written as: 

k 

Min Z + 
i=l 

n 

to: 
j=1 

n 

+ = qi, for i = 1, 2, .. " k 
j=l 

and any other LP constraints Xj (1.7) 

N ate that since we cannot have both underachievement and overachievement of 
either one of the deviational variables should 

x d; = 0 =} either = 0 or = 0 for 
i 1,2, .. " k, 

15 
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Markland out that in nr"r>r.W>l situations deviations from certain 
may be much more than deviations from other This sit-

uation is addressed by "'""'''5'.U''5 and to r",,,,nA,~r 
and for i 1,2, ... , k. As the result the 
can be written as: 

k 

Min z + 
i=l 

n 

to: + = qi, for i = 1, 2, ... , k 
j=l 

and any other LP constraints 

For all where less is better, while is allowed to 
value. for where more is is 

is allowed to take on any value. 

1 

The standard GP formulation can val-
ues (goals) are set too . This fact led some authors to 
argue the use of GP [M81] and led to various GP variants and extensions. 

As Tamiz et aHUHJlH5 can be classified into 
two 
ments or are ass:lgrled 

to the DM and minimized. This is known as pro-
deviational variables are assigned 

levels and minimized in a sense. Tamiz 
minimization as a <lp,I1,,,,nt""<l 

H""U.""'J'1U115 the minimal values reached of each priority whilst 
7Yr",-,r."" level minimization. 

as introduced and 
. Lee and Oslon 

LGP and WGP are said to be the most 
show that of GP in literature use 

use WGP. other GP variants are used in the remain-
Other GP variants include MINMAX GP (Flavell 1976), where the 

maximum of the deviations is minimized. Lee and Oslon [ML99] point out that 
other non-linear variants are also and their for-
mulations are not more distinctly different from forms than the 
addition of deviational variables. 

16 
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Goal 

A brief introduction to LGP is given in this section since LGP is claimed to be 
the most USL.,.j variant of GP. 

l. 

2. 

GP involves a ".,"-", ... ,,"" process 

per are 

3. Prioritize the goals are incommensu-
rable since they cannot be measured in the same tradeoff 
uU"';crlht." need to be identified for use within a 

4. Solve a sequence of linear 
level. 

The ordinal factors [E89]. These 
priority factors denoted for i = 1,2, ... , s in s ordinal nriinrihr 

have the 
»> »> ... »> »> 

where »> means much gn~at;er than" . 

This therefore indicates that the 
than 

preemptive GP model is as follows: 

k 

Min 
i=l 

n 

to: 
j=1 

+ ... , 

+ = qi for i 

~ 0, Vi, j 

»> '" »> 

where s is the number of nr.=rnnth'T' levels. 

17 
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+ 
i=l 

1, 2, ... , k 

1 »> 

the 
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1 

',",',HU",." also known as Multiattribute Value 
Theory (MAUT) 

(MAVT) or Mul
and are 

value function is established to 
the overall of the DM between the outcomes. The value 
(utility) functions are considered in of the 
most alternative among a set of alternatives where each alternative is 
defined by the same criteria, In such the DM is to express 

PfieteTel[lCE~S between alternatives. 

It appears that many are 
hence the value measurement apbased on the 

"".,"U"H"LU1.l'. a real number with each 
alternative, in order to a order on the alternatives consis
tent with DM value measurement. Given any two alternatives a, b a num
ber is associated with each alternative a, in such a way that a is 

nr,o>tarr~.d to b >- all criteria into account if and 
UHI"""" indifference between a and b rv b) if and 

. Preference order by any such value must 
~n',,",~,ID1·o weak order (or "'r~'nrlipr 

That is 

Preferences have to be ",uU'P"t::~.:::. For any of 
either one is "rrH'n,v nrpt:Prl'P,-i to the other or there is an indifference 
between them a >- b, or b >- a, or a rv b). 

Preferences and indifferences are transitive: For any three 
alternatives a, b, and c, if a >- band b >- c then a >- c, for 

if a rv b and b rv c then a rv C. 

Belton and Stewart [VJ02] further state that: 

Within the value measurement 

tial value function must be that the alternative a is nr,~tarr".d 

4Value methods should be used in the context of deterministic decision situations where 
criterion values (outcomes of decision alternatives) are known or are highly predictable. 

methods are aimed at probabilistic decision situations where there is an uncertainty 
about the outcomes of the decision outcomes. 

18 
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in terms of criterion i if and only if Vi > Vi (b), indiffer
ence between a and b in terms of this criterion exists if and only if 
vi(a) = 

In other value function also satisfies the definition of 
ence function mentioned earlier. Partial value function can be described as the 
function of an say Vi(Zi) without reference to any alternative 
[VJ02j. 

Hence the value function V can be reT)reSellte:d as 

k 

i=l 

where all criteria are a..'lsociated with measurable attributes. 

The which are the numeric values '."U"I'>AAV~ to an evaluation crite-
rion that indicate its importance relative to other criteria in the decision situ
ation, can be determined directly by various such as the 
ratio method in Edwards [W77], the weights method in von Winterfeldt 
and Edwards , the tradeoff and method in and Raiffa 

etc. z the vector of attribute without reference to any 
alternative. 

The above form of value functions is known as an additive value Stew-
notes that the of the additive value functions need to 

the 

values Vi (Zi) must lie on an interval scale of 
increments on this scale have the same inerences, i.e. 

cremental value 
Clol",au .• ,," some fixed 

uungll1e~;s to trade-off 
of the 

baseline. 

(2) The values must also 'additive 
Le. the value 

teria. 

levels of all other criteria are un
rlA'-'A",rl on the fixed levels of the other cri-

""''I''''.'' are must 
in tradeoff terms; that is if an increment 

sufficient to for a decrease in 

are often assessed in 
rather than the of trade-

offs. This does that the scale of measurement of the 

19 
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value function be and e.g. 
careful definition of the end 

the of the value (utility) function is still considered a very 
difficult task in multicriteria decision 

1 

This is a brief introduction to MCDM and MCDM L<::L;111]'''-I'.1<::<> 

shall deal with in this dissertation. the 
in the to take a of MCDM in 
context and to review the related literature as a basis for further research. 

20 
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In the .I.VJ.'JJ...J'.I.VJ.. esl)eCIa1.I:y value 
function and standard 

appn)a(~tH)S were also but now v"""Vuuu,,,u 

vu.'I-""~'U on value function methods and 
DDllcatlloUIS of the above methods ~or,rw'.~'" 

to Steuer and Gardiner [EgO], the most Dri)IlJlllli;)nt interactive proce-
dures to have been as value and 

Traditional GP proce-
dures can be further sub-divided as follows: 

1. STEM 

2. Wierzbicki's Reference Point .,~n,"'~"r.h 

3. Interactive Goal 

4. 

5. Visual Interactive 

Yet there are other recent reference 
Interactive Model 
choice among discrete 

, which can 
among continuous alternatives 

Although Wierzbicki names his method the ap-
there are several other methods which share the same features with his 

21 
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are a IJ/ojfl,/oi'U£:lZI1:I,U.ln to such cases when 
nf(>ve'm{)llt to certain outcomes is wanted 

tries to preserve the main 
These are a 

The decision maker (DM) is 
which mayor may not be feasible. Best ap-

is calculated an "achievement 
function", which a non-dominated closest to the desired levels 
if the levels are not attainable. 

Definition: The most used achievement 
[A.P80, is the function of the form: 

k 

i=l 

where € is an small q E JRk is a "reference 
terion space (which mayor may not be feasible), and A is a vector 
from A. The idea of the model is to a small regularization 
For MOLP with all--continuous there exist values for 
€, small such that all nondominated solutions are reachable and 
Cllmaco [JCOO]); that the the solutions 
to be non dominated. 

Several forms of this function can be found in et 
and Choo, and , Lewandowski et al. 
Korhonen and Wallen ius [P J92], Costa and Cllmaco etc. 

An achievement function z, A) the reference point q onto 
the set of non dominated criterion vectors Z. With this the achievement 

program is as follows: 

k 

Min +€ 
i=l 

UU<JJ'A,," to: a 2': 
zEZ (2.2) 

W€~lgJh.t{lcJ deviation of an '''',>0'''''' from 
a reference i.e. a = maxi w here A is the 
The variable a can never be CIHJU/;H, the Zi variables are, in 
unrestricted. 

IThe regularization term is the second term in equation (2.1). 

22 
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2 

value 
Tw,",hl"",,, mentioned in the previous chapter may be 

function program of the form: 

Max V(z) 

to: xES= E jRn: Ax = bE 

where V is a real-valued which is 
space defined at least in the feasible z = 

asa 

(2.3) 

maps the fea..'lible onto a one dimensional value space R The function 
V the DM's structure over the feasible • """V,,,. 
the key in MOLP is that V is not known. Solutions for 
MOLP as in are all those alternatives which can be the solutions 
of some value function V: Z C jRk -+ R 

Within the above mathematical the is to find 
the "best solution" . 

solution" as a nondominated solution maximizes the DM's 
",,.,,,to,.OY)('O structure. They add that 

research has been concerned with solution methods based 
on different and to measure or derive the 

the solution methods 

(1) information of the function is available 
from the way of value functions 
", .. "toe,or,,",o structure elicited a priori). 

no information is available. These methods do not explicitly 
take into account the DM's structure. 

nr<lcrr,,,,,,,,,,,,,,II,, from the DM 

On the other hand, in et al. [LRKM80] and Evans the third cate-
gory in Shin and Ravandran is further split as follows: 

(1) iJr,,,,,,rp,,,,,,,'p articulation of the DM's by using an 

( 2) A 'lJ(J -",'"TU ,WI, where 
for the efficient solutions gener-

It has to be clear that the value function is totally a decision m1tKE~r-ae1pel[lm~nt 
Different decision makers may have different value functions for the 

23 
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2 

In this section we discuss in more detail some interactive GP methods. The 
"''','pIll'''''.''' is on traditional interactive GP and the methods that are 

pleme:nt{~a in the DSS. 

1 

STEM was nr£"'''''''1i 

of the form: p] IIp 

for some p:;::: 1, which tends to the norm: 

as p -+ 00. 

STEM is outlined as follows: 

1: 

Let Zij = ) (i = 1,2, ... ,k; j = 1,2, ... , where is the solution to 
table of the form: pn)bIem (1.2), define a table. Construct a 

Zl Z12 Z13 Zlk 

Z3 Z31 Z32 Z3k 

Zk Zkl Zk2 Zk3 •.. 

Table 2.1: Table 

where the rows are the criterion vectors formed optimizing each of the 

24 
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The (i = 1,2,3, ... , k) entries the U!"'I:'.V,L!<>1 form the 
ideal criterion vector E JRk). 

Evaluate the ideals (i = 1,2,3, ... , to form the ideal criterion vector 
z* E . The ideals are used as the initial for each criterion. The 
ideal vector serves as a standard which nondominated solutions can be 
evaluated. 

2: 

Let iteration counter r = O. Let the minimum value of each column of 
the table be identified and labelled ~i' i = I, 2, ... , k. Calculate 7ri 

values where 

when >0 

when ::;0 

The first term in the above on the ob-
jective with the )<.HoaL'C;"L relative ranges. The second term normalizes the 

aOlleIl1GS of the functions to the 

3: 

Let = S and index J* = 0. 

S means we 
feasible 

with the re-
desIgnates the criterion values that 

are to be relaxed on the next iteration to allow achievement of others. At 
the of the J* is because no solutions have yet 

'YP'nPlnH,p(1 to relax. 

4: 

Let r r + 1. Calculate At) minimax 

A(r) { 
• = 0, 

1fi ' 
i ¢ J* 

i E J* 

The vv'V',,,,U'c,, define the hpt,Vf"hp'tt metric: 

On the first iteration sum up to one, but on all 

sum to less than one because J* =I 0. 

5: 

25 
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Solve the 

Min {a} 

to: a>,\(r) - , 
xE 

a:::: 0 

program: 

i = 1, 2, ... , k 

where a E lR the maximum weighted deviation of an 
from the ideal i.e. a = maXi we solve for the 
point in the reduced feasible whose criterion vector is closest 
to z* to the metric defined by E 

6: 

Let ) (as obtained in 5). z{r) with z* since z* 

is considered to be a reference point for """''''''''''Hll~ the of a 
candidate criterion vector. 

7: 

If all the values are 
with 8. 

8: 

the index set J* 
relaxed and ,,,,,,,,,1,, 
relaxed. 

9: 

Form a reduced feasible 

{
XESlz. >z 

= xES I z; (x) ~ z; 
Then go to 4. 

to the Otherwise continue 

criterion values to be 
which can be 

j E J* } 
j ~ J* 

(2.6) 

The associated with the criterion Zj, j E J*, are set 
to zero. This leads to smaller subsets of S as the process progresses. 

Comments and Modifications 

1. STEM wa..'l the first interactive to have in literature. 
It ha..'l a field of interactive methods' research. 

2. nrr.,...""",rl in the frame of linear pro-
of the method above is 

to other cases, such as an 
list of alternatives. 

26 
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3. The main ",,,',V'-"F,v of the method is its zrrev()ca,bzll:tU: 

consideration is made on a .... ,."t"r"),,... it is in the 
model. If the DM to "'U<,",H~"" his/her is forced to start 

variations of the criteria due 

The method ofVincke [P76] (cf. [P92]), 
classical "U'IA...,""'",," 

of irrevocability in STEM. The 
giving lower and upper bounds for 

to a small in one of them. The 
et al. can 
to feasible solutions. 

4. It is not easy for a DM to if he/she 

5. 

knows the of this value in the and the fact that it 
is irrevocable. it would be more natural for the DM to the 
criteria to be improved, rather than those to be relaxed 

HW'l1,,'Qt and an 
Har way to STEM. STEM differs from their 

o lJ,erl:L;;t~t:! in a sim
in that it is not 

ba..'led on any model of decision maker behavior. 

Wierzbicki's reference 
done at the International Institute for es-

<l>H,HU'Ul",U approaches found 
numerous other [P99]). As mentioned 

Korhonen and Laakso consider the reference methods as gener-
alized GP. Their tries to preserve main of GP and 
overcome its basic to its name, the point 

is based on the reference The reference is a feasible or 
infeasible in the criterion space considered the DM to be rea..'lonable 
or desirable. The reference is used to derive an achievement _~(·(,',I,H.·I'-I,Z·I:'fI.1I 

as defined in section {2.1}. 

Wierzbicki's reference is outlined as in the 

1: 

Find the ideal criterion vector z' , ... , 
of k criteria 

2: 

Let counter r = 1. Let the DM express 

, such that 
,.",,,,.,,.,,,,,,,1-,, the reference 

reference 

U"""'UUhHI'5 each 

each criterion i.e. the levels of DM's achievement for each 

27 
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3: 

Using calculate A-vector 
as follows: 

replresentmg the weights) 

-1 

1, 2, .. " k 

Note that Ai'S should sum to one (i 1,2, ... ,k) i.e. 1 

4; 

Find by the achievement program: 

k 

Min 10>0 
;=1 

i = 1, 2, .. " k 

is """'CllICW'UY the of q(r) onto the nondominated set of al-
ternatives. 

If the DM is satisfied with the solution 
otherwise go to step 5, 

5: 

the process 

Let the DM and form yet another 
vector That let r = r + 1 and the process goes back to 3 

Comments and Modifications 

1. 

lems), but are in problems with very 
or infinite numbers of decision alternative.'l. 

2. If the func-
tion s 
levels. 

3. Reference Zi, to be 

28 
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4. This follows a 1.t-'IJ.'rH'I.'fUf-flfJ.."-o1f. the comments and 
modifications in interactive goal programming section for a 
interactive u«;c","'" 

5. The basic idea in Wierzbicki's reference """,~'''''AJ''''., rather 
than reference are easy and intuitive for 
the DM to 

6. There is no clear to 
does not the DM to find 

Interactive 
continuous 

now be used for all of 

a final solution since the method 
solutions. 

"'''''''''OH'O decision makers in 

IGP has also been used for all types of models 
GP and non-linear of the methods that are used to solve 

can be used as an GP search methodology 
[.195]. The combination of these terms in Masud and 
which may have lead to the often used combination. A number of interactive 
goal ideas have been over the years we 
~~ a 

Generalized Interactive Goal 

Reeves and Hedin the interactive goal 
where the nondominated solutions are 

forms of GP are fundamentally similar to the traditional GP model 
Alternative solutions are obtained constraints to assure that 

If none of the 
the process involves new 

the solutions. The is outlined as 
follows: 

1: 

Specify initial levels 

2: 

Generate ideal solutions initial solution) 

3: 

If the solution is ncU,lI:HaCGOIY, Else go to 4 

4: 

Revise the levels 

29 
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5: 

the alternative solutions 

Tamiz and Jones [MF97] a but with some few u,,,'uu,,,u, 

interactive u,'-ULuuU5 process. Their process is outlined as follows: 

1: 

Find the initial solution 

2: 

Present information from the current solution to the decision maker 

3: 

If the DM is satisfied, Otherwise go to step 4 

4: 

Ask the DM to further express in some way 

5: 

Reformulate the GP model in accordance with the information in 
4 

6: 

fJC-L.UHL"-, the GP model and go to 2 

Interactive Goal 

Interactive method was introduced by 
[J81J. IMGP is based on the set of feasible alternatives at each itera-
tion until the DM is able and to choose the most alternative 
among those i.e. it is based on the of the decision space. 

IMGP is outlined as follows: 

1: 

Construct a matrix" of the ideal z* (a vector of 
maximum values for each criterion considered and nadir 
simistic) ~ vector of minimum values for each criterion considered sep-

values are as below: 

p 

The potency matrix has to be constructed at every current decision space. 
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2: 

Let the DM indicate the 
umn), which should be 
at the values 

If the DM is unable or 
the 

3: 

qj (for j is the selected 
and the value of 

in the "At-oY,"" 

the exact 
to (z; + ld)/2. 

Reduce the set of feasible alternatives 
Zj 2: qj is not true 

4: 

Present the new from the new reduced set of 
alternatives to the DM. to this restriction 
and its consequences on the other criteria this potency matrix 
becomes the new matrix to be considered with the second row as the new 

"",,r,.,no- solution. If the list of feasible alternatives has been 
"UllH",e;U"'.y to enable the DM to choose 

solution from those the terminates. 
back to 2. 

11r"nr""""mc,nn can 
Franz and Lee [SM81]. Tamiz et 

claim Tw."",rnnh",o pr()gr'arrnnmg to be the most used form 
of GP. Romero [C04j of nr<>P",ntivp 

made in a rather mecha
GP was introduced 

use over other GP variants is 
nistic way without theoretical 

Lee and as mentioned before. 

Comments and Modifications 

1. The first interactive was 
. This method finds a for which an overall value 

of the solution is and moves towards the new solution 
from the old solution in a manner which maximizes the overall utility value 

2. method which 
can be 

3. IGP tries to overcome the of standard in which all 
and nr1,r.rlrv levels should be set before solution 
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and there is no DM's intervention 

4. 

5. There are several issues involved in the of an interactive environ-
ment of processing solvable by current GP 
Tamiz and Jones outline this issues as: 

Choice of Initial Solution 

There are three 
lution. 

used to determine the so-

(a) high (ideal) starting From this 

(b) 

values are nTI.<TT·""'onr,,,'v 

is obtained. Its main 
of view is that the solutions 
appear to be 
DM may be 

imal or low values for each 
then DfI)!!lreSSlV 

many interactive iterations. 

are chosen. The DM 

to raise 

(c) This 
for an initial estimate of the or chooses them 

goal program is then solved to 
an initial It has an of fewer 

interactive iterations as it allows the DM's initial estimate. 
It has the of the 

Conditions 

The final solution obtained is not a clear- cut issue. lOP 
(and other methods tend to lie somewhere between 
two extremes. 
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Search-based. This nnr"c,,,h tends to reduce the I-lV,:>NIUle 

in which the final solution lies at each iteration and is 
Thus the level ofDM's satisfac-

tion with current solution should at each iteration 
and allowed. 

deEilgrled to allow the D M 
the means of in a man-

in a manner and 
terminates when the DM has decided that he/she is sat-
isfied with the current solution or cannot upon a 
previous solution. 

nr,"\nl"O''''',rI by Steuer and Choo 
The interactive 

is a space reduction method. The set of nondominated solutions is gen-
erated and to the DM at each iteration of the solution process. The 
DM is asked to his/her most solution from among the current 
set of nondominated solutions. Based upon the DM's response, the IWTP re
stricts the range of allowable for each a new more 
concentrated set of nondominated solutions for DM consideration and the pro
cess continues. 

The whole is outlined in the 

1: 

Let r = 1. Determine the ideal z*. Let z*'" z* + € is 
called the it is the smallest value "T"'HTf~r than 

, where € is a vector of small values. The nI.lJ'lI'l.IJ.'II, 

vector is defined to be an infeasible criterion vector that dominates 
every nondominated solution. 

Let 

k 

A(') = E E 1], 
i=l 

be the initial set of vectors E [lC,) uC')j = , , , 1]). 

2: 

vectors from 
program Filter 

f'Olmn,llt.'''T program FILTER which can select a 
that are as far apart from one another as it is 
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<::"!",HeU!!" vectors to obtain a fixed number of ~m~~~.~mn' 
The fixed number for the reT)re:senLtal;iv€ 

~ k). tries to 
from one another. 

3: 

mented 

small 

4: 

Wl:'l)',lJllHI)', vector >., solve the 2R =m;~h~M.j aug-
program as follows: 

k 

Min (J< + P 
i=l 

to: a> >.(r) (z** -
- t • i = 1, 2, ... , k 

xES 

zEZ 

a~O 

rOl,wc.,,,,,,n;-,, the maximum we:igllted 
i.e. a maxi 

(2.10) 

and p is a ::lUJll1C!tWlU'y 

Filter the criterion vectors 
different solutions. Present the R 

3 to obtain the R most 
solutions to the DM and 

ask to select the most n,.,~f-.,,.,.,,.rl be the selected 
point. 

5: 

(b) Let 
its cOlmDlonenits 

pfl[)sr.)eCifiE~d number of a',lUHiOl then 
""",f"T'r"",, solution. Otherwise if r < t, 

vector which generated 

-1 

if # 

if 
Otherwise 

in 4, with 

1, 2, ... , k 

Determine the reduced set of vectors: 

k 

E I} 
i=1 
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where 

grJ 

[1 - gr, 1] 
[Air) -

in which 9 (0 ~ 9 ~ 1) is a prespecified 
raised to the rth power. 

Let r = r + 1 and go to 2. 

Comments and Modifications 

+ 

if 

if 
< 
~1-

Otherwise 

factor 

1. The method of Steuer and Chao can be apIJHt:;U. in involving both 
list of alternatives. 

2. The method of Steuer and vector space reduction 
method for 

3. The method has been to be easy to use for the decision 
"V';HI-"U"''''O'-,~ information is not 

information from the DM is and rather 
but however, it may become difficult to obtain as the number of 

criteria increases. 

5. No is made about any value function. 

6. The numbers 50k and 2R are as "rules of thumb" . can be 
the if so desired [E86]. 

7. The value of p between 0.0001 and 0.1 should suffice [E86]. 

8. The main of the method is that many of its 
t, g) are without any intuitive This results in a 

somehow artificial stopping rule. Steuer that the DM end 
the when is satisfied with the current unlike 
when r = t in 5, Le. whether r < t or r > t. Thus it is believed that 
the t should not be considered. 

g. The correct selection of the reduction factor 9 is very important. The 
the reduction factor the faster the vector space is 

reduced and the smaller the decision maker's for making errors 
and mind about the process. 

that the reduction factor 9 be such that 
where h is the final interval of the 

',co,'",-""-,,, iterations to be 
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11. The method is similar to Steuer's [E86] interactive 
method. 

12. The weakness of this method is that too many calculations are needed 
at each iteration and many of the results are discarded. For prob-

where the of the values of the functions may be 
lengthy, the method of Steuer and Choo is not a realistic choice . 

The method was nr,()n,(),,~'{j 
tends the reference 

The method can be outlined as follows: 

1: 

Let r 1. Select an 

2: 

Ask the DM to 
and take a vector 

3: 

Solve the achievement 

point 

onto the nondominated surface Z: 
k 

Min +1:: 

to: Zi + 
ZEZ 

as (j is increased from 0 to 

i=l 

> + 

. This method ex
a direction instead of a point 

in the criterion space. 

levels 

program to 

, for i 1, 2, "'j k 

a represents the maximum Wtoll',llL<:;;U deviation of an 
erence 

from a ref-

4: 

Ask the DM to choose the compromise solution he/she most Let 
the chosen solution be E Z, 

5: 

If "', let r = r + 1 and go to 2. Else check the 
conditions" (cf. 13 of Steuer If the conditions are not 

let r = r + 1, and let be a new search direction identified 
and return to 3. 
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Comments and Modifications 

1. nnrn;;'l'h of Korhonen and Laakso can be _YY"' __ 

and list of 

2. Korhonen and Laakso do not give a specific U.L~L~LL,",v as to the selection 
of an achievement function s. 

3. An "achievement a line Se~(rWClnt 
instead of a reference from the reference 

q in the direction d onto the nondominated surface Z. 

4. The method follows the '''II.'I"II.'','fI.I,'-II''·I£-' 

5. VL"'~"VJ conditions are based on the that the DM's value 

constraints. 
checked. 

and S is bounded and formed linear 
is made only when the conditions have to be 

In this section we discuss in more detail some interaetive value function methods. 
The is on traditional value function methods and the methods that 
are in the DSS. 

1 

The method was and .l;~'HC",a 
method is used to solve value function as 

. TheGDF 
below. It 

assumes that the of the DM's value function consists of k 
functions. 

Max 

to: XES = E R.n : Ax = bE 

Since the value function is not explicitly the above 
solved The solution to the above is 

and Wolfe [MP56]) and 
with the GDF method 

rithm is chosen because of its mU.l!-'LL...,"",y initial convergence nr'H><'rtl 

Statements about convergence to a LULllL1Vl'" criteria solution can 
be made when: 

1. V(z(x)) is concave 
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2. ) is differentiable 

3. the set S is convex 

Definition 

A subset Z of a vector space ]Rk is said to be mnvex if for every Zl, Z2 E ]Rk 

and every real number 0:, 0 S; 0: S; 1: 

M cZ 

M is a bounded with any u E A1 as its interior 
The definition means that a set Z is mnvex whenever all the 
on the line any two points in Z also to the set Z. 

Definition 

The function V: ]Rk --t ]R defined in a convex set Z is said to be mnvex 
if, for every Zl, Z2 E Z and every 0:, 0 S; 0: S; 1, there holds: 

V [azl + (1- < + (1 

If the above holds as a strict for Zl -# Z2, 0 S; a S; 1, the 
function V is said to be mnvex. 

, and for each 
the line these two 

"above" or on the of V(z). To be more if V has 
a second derivative then V is convex if and only if 2': 0 
for all values of z . Note that the second derivative 
can be used 
variable is PO,mH'Y-

Definition 

derivatives can be used to check 
I-''''I.-"",'::;U way. 

The function V is said to be mncave (strictly mncave) if - V is mnvex 
is concave if it is downward", and for each 

on the of V(z), the line segment these two points 
"below" or on the of V(z). To be more if V has a 

second derivative then V is concave if and S; 0 
for all values of z is ,-,".UH''"''I 

the GDF method follows the Frank-Wolfe algorithm, with the added 
feature of interaction with the DM The GDF algorithm would con-
sist of the 

2Bear in mind that this also appli('~'l to checking whether a function is concave or not 
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1: 

Find an initial chosen COjmrlr01mjlSe solution 

2: 

Let r = 1. Determine the decision maker's local rates of substitu-
between criterion Zi and Zl (the reference 

This is done routine for 
the decision maker's nr,~fQ,rD' we have 

is the ith derivative of the function V with re-

For the ith criterion is caleulated the ratio 

is the amount by which the ith criterion is to be decreased 
COlmp'en:sate for a increa"le in the first (reference) ,'ril-or',," 

UVIUJ.1l5 all other criteria at their values. For a 
purpose of the 
and hence the nr,,,fprPT'PP 

The whole is done 

3: 

\ . _ Ll.1 
I\t -

with the DM. 

while 
, the 

i i= 1, 

Determine a direction of 
solution to: 

where y is the 

Max )).y 

to: yES (2.13) 

the chain rule of the Ob]ectlv'e function can be "'AIJH~"""'U 
as: 

)].y = y 
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where is the derivative of the function V with respect 
to Zi, which is evaluated at the z =). the objective 
function by the number cW(z)/8z1 (the choice of the attribute to 
be the reference Zi is we the 

to: yES 

4: 

Determine the solution to the one dimensional nr/,n'orn 

Max )]. y 

Subject to : 0 :::;; t :::;; 1 (2.15) 

The DM has to select the most nr,~tprrp,rl criterion vector, which nr'"TJ(,''''' 
the value t*. Let be the selected which in turn 
defines the next feasible that 

+ 

5: 
If ;::::0 z(r), then END with (x(r),z(r)) as the final solution, ELSE let 
r = r + 1 and go to 2. 

Comments and Modifications 

1. GDF method is based on the that an value 
function V, which must be All the answers 
the DM are to be consistent with the value function. 

2. have to be answered at each iteration GDF method. 

3. The change at each iteration is in the function. 

4. for GDF method 

information on the value function V is required. If the value functions 
the Frank-Wolfe would terminate if 

II < E:, where E: is a 
without the DM's intervention 

error bound, given a priori, 
the whole solution process. 

Since V is not <c.n.II_""J~"~ the DM's intervention is of 
tance. 
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5. The solution can be found easily, since we end 
variable t, and the values of the functions 

with only one decision 
+ can either be 

O~t~l. calculated or over the of 

6. The in the solution process is the DM's reluctancy to pro-
nn"ltererlce information. DM's are reluctant 

to their tradeoffs. The determination of t* also becomes difficult 
when the number of criteria k is too large. 

7. Since from one iteration is discarded before the 
next iteration in GDF Sakawa the use of proxy 
ruTWZ;WTLS as local estimates to value function. The proxy functions could 

instead of the Frank-Wolfe 

solution 

8. [S72J a method called interactive goal 
is a combination of the GDF method and traditional 

The method was Zionts and Wallen ius [SJ76J. The method also 
makes use of an implicit value function on an interactive basis. ZW 
method is on the of linear to repre-
sent the constraint set and functions. The value function is assumed 
to be a linear function of the functions. It is essentially a reduced 

vector space method for the MOLP In ZW 
H''-,"U'J~, the are made: 

• All functions are concave 

• The feasible set S is convex 

• The value function V is a ''-VU'''Hv function over the 

the DM chooses a set of and applies the 
method to generate the nondominated solution. The subset of effi-

cient variables cannot be increased without at least one other 
is selected from the set of nonbasic 
a set of trade-offs is defined which some are increased 

and others decreased. These trade-offs are to the who decides 
whether the trade-offs are undesirable or neither. From these answers 
a new set of is and the process starts from the uvlSU'"1J.,O' 

The terminates only if the DM finds a solution. 

The main of the are outlined below: 
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1: 

Let iteration r = 1. 

An initial feasible set of urr'lu,l1tQ is chosen as: 

k 

i=l 

where e is a small positive value. The 
to for all i. 

For A(r) E A(r) solve the 

2: 

be the 
criterion vector. 

linear program: 

k 

Max 
i=l 

to: xES 

solution and the COITCEmOndlmg 

For each non basic variable x j, and the 'Wij the de-
crease in function Zi due to a unit of the non basic 
variable Xj, test if the introduction of Xj into thc basis leads to an efficient 
extreme by the linear program: 

k 

Min Zj = 

i=l 

to: A(r) > 0 , -

k 

Wij > o (i=Jj, jE 
i=l 

k 

1 (2.17) 
i=l 

whcrc M is the set of nonbasic and N is the vUJLHI-">'<7-

ment of M is thc sct of nonbasic variables that have not been declared 

3Note that the words nondominated and efficient are sometimes used interchangeably 
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these tests are 

Test 1. If Zj < 0, then the nonbasic variable Xj leads to a nondomi
nated solution. 

Test 2. If zi > 0, then Xj does not lead to a nondominated solution 

3: 

This of an algorithm involves an interaction with the DM. 

For each of the efficient to answer whether 
is to the trade--offs to simultaneous variations 
Wil, Wj2, ... , Wjk; that is, the DM to accept the decrease in ob-

function Zl of WiI, and Z2 of Wj2 and so on? The IJVi,.,lll}1t:: 

to this are yes, no or I don't know 

If the answer is no to all efficient then termi-
nates, and the solution of (2.17) above must be used as 

and the solution of in 2 with these 
acc:euwa as the solution of the MOLP [( ) is the 

final solution]. let indicator set L = M and reduce the set of 
W<:: .• ,t:,lJLOW',t:, vectors A(r) to 

• for each yes response and Xj E E an 

k 

::::; -E (2.18) 
i=1 

• for each no response and Xj E A (r) E an 

k 

(2.19) 
,=1 

• and for each indifference response and Xj E A(r) E A(r) con-
an 

k 

=0 
i=1 

for E is a un'lO"::UL1Y small positive number. 
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4: 

Let r = r + 1. Find a new set of vv"',_"-U'"" A (r) E Atr), that are consistent 
with the DM's tradeoff a feasible solution to the 
constraints (2.18, 

dr-I) > 
Al _ C, (i = 1, 2, ... , k) 

k 

;=1 

linear auuu.LU", with the function as 

Max 

If A (T) = 0, nrr)crr,D<!<!lIVpllv the oldest active constraints until Atr) i= 0. 

These new A(r) are used in the next iteration when r = r+ 

Solve the linear program in 
the solution 

1 for the new weights ACr) E ACr). Denote 

5: 

Ask the DM to indicate which of and z(r) 

(a) if is END with ). In fact one could find 
better solutions but which are nonextreme 

(b) if is modify A C r) by adding a constraint 

k 

i=l 

and go to 2. 

Comments and Modifications 

1. 
sions have been nr,-.n,-.",,'" 

and discrete case 

2. The method is based on the of DM's value 
function. The DM's answers have to be consistent with the value function. 
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3. concerning trade-offs are considered to be too com-
Zionts and Wallenius [SJ83] propose to 

between current and each of the non-
dominated extreme solutions, The method seems to be easier 
to use. 

4. Lara and Romero 
au,,,,",,,,"!:. and 

• Generation of a subset of feasible solutions (from 10 to 

• Assessment of an additive value (utility) function 
method. 

• rn1'7",lAn of the additive function on the 
alternatives. 

A detailed description of the method is outlined in the following 

1: 

an interactive 

set of feasible 

Determine the table of the MOLP problem and define the ideal 
point z* and the nadir ~. 

Solve the 
the first 

where 

Min 

) , 

such that: 

1 

{a} 

to: a ~ Ai 

xES 

a~O 

45 
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8 (.'I is 
for r = 1,2, ... , s, for each 

Max Zi 

to: Zj;::: - (rjs)(zJ -

xES 

i,j = 1, 2, ... , k; i:/=- j 

(2.22) 

This results in k x 8 efficient points. 

2: 

Ask the DM to estimate value 
Vi for each criterion Zi. This is achieved through interactive 

• direct estimations of Vi at some OrE3a.H:DCnll1CS displays 

• indirect estimations based upon ordinal ""'T .. ~",,,i 

and Siskos [EJ82] and Siskos [J85]). In this case the DM is 

3: 

Let 

first asked to rank the alternatives selected in 1. 

The is assumed to be or 
function for each criterion (i.e. is monotone), and the overall 
n .. ,ptA"AT11'''' can be by an additive func
tion of the form: 

k 

;:::0 
i=1 

"·-'UllInT." of == 1, 2, .~., 

1, 2, 
tion Vi 

function Zi and each 
ny,r. .. """,,'£! as a combination of the 

4PREFCALC is a computer program that helps to estimate the DM's value (utility) functions 
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h=l 

h=l 

h=l 

h = 1, 2, ... , (Xi; i 1, 2, ... , k 

Determine the final solution 
value function nr,',t'llpnl 

Max V= 

n 

to: 
j=l 

n 

z by 

i=1 h=l 

CijXj 

j=l h=l 

the 

1,2, "., m 

= 0, i = 1, 2, ... , k 

= 1, i = 1, 2, ... , k 
h=l 

h = 1, 2, ... , (Xi; i = 1, 2, ... , k 

Xj ;:::: 0, j = 1, 2, ... , n 

Comments and Modifications 

1. the method of Jacquet was for MOLP 
problems, it can be to an explicit list of alter-
natives. 
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2. The method is for scale linear programs where traditional 
methods would be too 

2, 

3. If the values taken 
x, the values have to be normalized each i 

( , where are the coefficients of decision variables 
h1<'l't-.v" i (i = 1,2, ... , k;j = 1,2, ... , n). 

4. No is imposed as long as the assessment is not completed 
Le. the DM is free to his/her value function. 

The 
[J99bj. The was introduced to overcome some 
ton and Stewart 6 for of the method of Zionts and 
Wallenius. The interactive value function method is based on a 
"""'''''''''''0'''' linear value similar to that in the section. The in-

of the method is based on tradeoffs between criteria in 
solution to the MOLP One of the attributes 

,. ..... ""i,rI".rI solution is selected as a reference. Then the DM is asked to 
state for each of the other attributes, the amount that could be sacrificed in 
order to a increase on the reference attribute. The tradeoff infor
mation from the DM creates additional constraints on the value function model. 

Belton and Stewart [VJ02] summarize the whole as in below: 

1: 

Let Vid (i = 1,2, ... ,k;d 1,2, ... ,Pi where k is the number of criteria 
and P is the number of ",i"",.."""i linear be the values which 
fully the value function Vi based on P linear 

initial guess for the Vid values. 

2: 

Maximize the value function V(z) the current estimates Vid 

to xES. Denote the solution by If the 
the results seem to then otherwise go to the 

next 

3: 

If the tradeoffs have not been assessed at the point by z+ , 
then set z* = Otherwise select a different attribute vector 
z* at which the tradeoffs have not been assessed. 

5The Vid are the slopes of the marginal value function in each segment 
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4: 

Select one criterion loss of denoted as criterion 1) as 
a then obtain tradeoffs on the other criterion 
to a fixed increment on the reference criterion (i.e. the say 5i 

which the decision maker would up on criterion i in order to obtain 
a say 51 on the reference attribute. This results in 
additional constraints in the problem. 

5: 

With the addition of the latest set of constraints on the Vid in 
4, solve the LP the maximum overall deviational variables 

to the and shape constraints on Vid and 
return to 2. 

Comments and Modifications 

1. The method can be used in both discrete and continuous MCDM prclOllems. 

2. The numerical results in [J93] indicate that the nrrH'p,rI, tend 
to converge after about 6 or 7 iterations. 

5 

In this section we review and the of ) interactive meth-
ods. \Ve also take a look at some of interactive methods' 
in The methods in consideration are those which use the DM's 
ration levels (reference and those which use the DM's value 

functions as the DM's ~r,~t-DrDr"'D 

1 

Buchanan [T97] called GUESS. The 
method is an interactive solution method for continuous multicriteria 
decision It is a reference method. He states that GUESS has 
been used as a benchmark in MCDM where different so-
lution methods have to be In this the DM is to 
nr,mrilrip for vectors Buchanan calls There is no 
ance to the DM other than the solutions which result from the guesses. 
The solution process terminates when the DM in some way, satisfied. The 

of GUESS solution method is a simple reference method which 
seeks to maximize the minimum achievement for the nadir max-min 

Prl,n,'rtlP<l of max-min formulations can be found in Buchanan and 
On the other Stewart [J99a] out that the 

U"'~U'-'H; can lead to termination of nr""e,ri" 

at a poor solutions (i.e. relative to the idealized Df;ste,rel[lCflS 
much of the decision space unexplored by the DM. 
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GP in project selection decision for Indian 
nr,,,n.mu,rl GP model was aimed at the most 

suitable subset of nine among a set of feasible as an 
aClceJ)te,d investment with simultaneous attainment of all as best as 
possible. Two variants of GP models GP and Archimedian 
model were in that 

GP in the m2magelne]nt of the Miombo Wood-
land in was to a,.'lsist in the govern-
ment's to manage the natural resources in with the rural 
communities and The G P in 
woodlands mi'mcLge'mE~nt 1-'''''1111111)'; 

sources 1-'''>11'.11''l5 involve various 
which each group of stakeholders and an 
users the number of poterltllll1j 

of the interests of various 
\.MllAUJl'-'I,JlUF. goals. 

stochas-

Novak and for 
Their methodology solve a 

program to a nondominated solution for a current 
lem. The for the program are The method consists 
of what call which 

nondominated solution is to 

a criterion reference 
TIH,rr",,' in to the 

method for 
Their model 

nondomi-

6 A stakeholder is someone with an interest or concern in business, enterprise, economy or 
society. 
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nated solution. 
solved branch-and-bound. 

has two nr,apTnn,tn,p 

Foued and Sameh 
lem the releaf;es, 
model is used for the 
The model C;W"-,,,-,y,-,u 

Joint Ventures. In their model, 
levels and set for various 

function. 

programs are swxesstu 

mE~tnoa01C)gy for resources in 
The first GP model 

model based on the 
criteria to evaluate 

for International 
and Georgiou establish 

that will be reflected in a 'v~"Av'JM' 

CLUUU.'U5 approach for 
and decision process 

is interactive. its interactive process, the allows the DMs 
to formulate the model ~~UHAb, UCJLcvJ.H5 and/or constraints so as 
to reflect the restrictions of the institution. The interac-

r>mrnr,r<>t"" the DM's information in the 

also be used 
drawbacks. 

similar to 

HiimiiJiiinen and model in the 
of space ",-"",e,,,1'> 

are ideal intervals and other criteria are costs and energy con-
The use of interval 

",c,vUF,'.Y UHJU,,,Ue up Martel and Aouni discuss 
uiI'eIlflellts in multicriteria pf()blernts 

and (what they 
tional €-constraint and 

that very few papers have su,ggles~ea 
term this method an €-constraint GP 

Lotfi et aL "C;Y""'VI.} an interactive method for 

situations, 

ration levels of a DM, The method assumes an unknown U"'OU'~U--'A'H'.O, 
erence structure of the DM the decision process, and the decision 
maker's ability to select a solution from k + 1 alternatives, where k is 
the number of Their utilizes a function that 
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facilitates attainment of an at a non-extreme point solution. Their so-
lution method is termed Search for 
MOLP. conclude their research by comparing with two other 
interactive MOLP those of Reeves and Franz [RL85] and 
Steuer and Choo . The latter methods are to ABSALG 
in that are interactive and ask similar of the DM. 

Gass and propose a method for the full set or a subset 
of efficient extreme solutions for MOLP with 2) 
functions. Their idea was to enclose the efficient solutions as rel)reSellted 
by k-dimensional in the space within an annulus of minimum 

where the width is determined by a that minimizes the 
maximum deviation of the from the surface of the nVlnp,""n 

achieved using the method. argue that the nYlpeI'spnel:e 
rp'",T"""P,"\t" a surface of that the closest to its surface 
should be considered as the "best" efficient solution. Their com-

a "1J't:;U.H\.- Hlt;CUHU!". to "somewhere in the 
statement that: 

by a neutral solution, we understand in multi-
criteria a decision with outcomes located somewhere in the 
middle of the efficient a more of 'somewhere in 
the middle' the type of solution. 

Given a ranked {sub )set solutions, a is given that a..'lsociates 
that causes the nondom

set of nondominated 
to each efficient solution a set of k 
inated solution to be with ra""""nt 

solutions. 

Sun et al 

tive nondominated solutions are 
programs. The DM indicates nr,,,t,,,r<>Yll'<> 

aS1,essi[lg "values" to or by among these solutions. 
The revealed information is then used to train a feed-forward artifi
cial neural network. The trained feed-forward artificial neural network is used 
to screen new solutions for to the DM on the next iteration. 
randomly their test In the compu-
tational value 

Gardiner and Steuer 
programming model. 
can be made to fit a 

U.W'U.L.'UF> the attractiveness of the 
the interactive solution process. 

propose a unified interactive 'ULUL<P<'" 

demonstrate how the interactive methods 
Their unified supports 
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what call the user start with one procc--
the interactive process if so desired. 

A unified algorithm STEM, interactive Wierzbicki's reference 
and five other interactive is used to show the 

to which the au.uu.,u5 can be 

2 

propose a model for 
model. Markowitz covariance model is based on two con-

criteria whereby the risk of a is reI)reSelltea 
its variance to be minimized and the return of the 
maximized. the method of et al. has five objectives 
related to risk and return and allows consideration of the individual 

functions and a 

Gomez-Limon et al. the methodology based on cri-
teria mathematical to obtain relative and absolute risk aversion 
coefficients. The method relies on multiattribute utility theory to estimate the 
risk aversion coefficients. Their model uses the additive linear function. 

use GP to calculate the for the function. The 
model is the modification of the model of et al. . Their 
method ensues in the additive function that can be used as an instrument which 
is of the observed behavior of the DM. 

Malakooti and AI·alwani the fundamental 
rithms for identifying the most a non-
centrist behavior. Their interactive method solves the 
MOLP in a way that the DM is to respond to a set of ques-
tions in the form of of alternatives. The DM's 
nr,~t"r"r'f''' function is a nl1."",-f'{)n'trpy 

which is to be maximized. Their method a 
a method, and it asks 

COlmp,ar:lson questions of alternatives in an space. 
a branch-and-bound that extends a tree of solutions at each 

iteration until the MOLP is solved. At each the DM has 
to the most nr,Qtorrc.ri 

ternatives that are ~~.'~~·V •• V 

branch--and-bound 

7In an additive value function, V is 
of k (local) value functions for each objective i 
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all branches of the tree are enumerated until the most nr,"tprr~·rl al-
ternative is obtained. Malakooti and Al-alwani state that in most interactive 

the value (utility) function (that the DM's 
assumed to be linear or concave, U"'JU~lV""VAn ... ::tv'" 

add however there has not been any effort to H""V"lU£,<O 

aSI-r.Clll'ii'eX utility which an extremist 
while the other aforementioned methods a conservative behavioral 

-"')<.U<O£d.":>1 and Ouaderhman [BTOl] an interactive interior 
rithm for a best solution to a multiple objective linear 
prc)grarrlm:mg ,-,H, .. n'vLU in situations with an defined 

is illustrated by the local tradeoffs with the decision maker. 
information on the utility function of interest is the local trade-offs 

\UL~'E,U"~' rates of sUbstitution) between the objective which are ob-
with the DM. This follows the first in 

. The rates of substitution are used 
the lower bounds of the 

is based on the modification of the method of centers 
Trafalis et al.[TTS90]. 

prE:sellt an interactive for criteria 
v ... ", .... u." based on Decision Neural Networks 

the DM's With the DNN, 
solution. The 

is more similar to the way the DM nU"'Plnh, 

information. An interactive DNN in their paper can be used 
without any function form of multi-attribute utility function 

With the DNN, the DM can answer much 
assessments with the traditional interactive 

Kim and Choi [KHOll 
tribute group decision 
an interactive group 

a group decision 
based INteractive 
tained 

pares each member's 

a multiat-

consensus All members' values are ranges within 
o and 1. As a way of individual utility ranges into a common range 
of the group, Kim and Choi define two of utility ranges which are termed 
total range and range. To make a group consensus, the inter-

modifies the DM's information to be concrete and 

and Antunes n,..~·<:"'rlT the effects of on MOLP models 
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the concepts of set The interactive decision sup-
is based on the interactive of the space, 

function space as well as numerical information obtained from the DM 
in each iteration. find the of the spaces cor-
rmlDC)ll{Ulll/! to distinct satisfaction as a valuable tool for the 

the DM may 

Stewart [J99a] compares the value functions and 
and identifies the critical of levels formulation. He proposes 

method for multicriteria His 
termination of the solution process and nrc.",,","" 

levels in a more achievable direc-
a function over the set of alternatives 'excluding' 

the most recent ones seen the DM. This results in a broader of 
the decision space. The simulated when no 
TP,")",r1cpti by the DM over the number of iterations. The main disad-

of this refined method is the inability to allow the DM's 
Stewart further states that can be 
some confidence and convergence to reasonable even when there is no 
full of all behavioral of Imple,m€mtmg reference or 
goal 

Ballestero 

Romero 

CUllin .. 15 methods. 

illustrates that a function with variables 
series around the ideal is reducible to a 

distances. This follows the con
""1.1.[1.11"115 as different method-

as well as to determine DM's optima on an effi-
uU"""'!;;" between and compromise methods 

function 
"JJ'C""'.U"',,"llVU and of usual functions by oper-

and a reformulation of standard CP with the of 

out that 

based upon functions is the usual to 
the DM's pn~feI'ences into a GP model. 

are other types of functions that can be used to address the same 
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problem like and satisfaction functions ... It is 
ward to derive for each the COl,reSD~::Jfi(:IlIJtg 

and vice-versa. 

Tamiz et discuss the use of GP and functions. 
discuss the non-compatibility between LGP and utility functions. That 
LGP model does not the DM's utility function. The 
lies in the inherent to n"~"~'JF.' 

'rnnjj,~" the HUVU"'''l 

Romero 
that many of these 

V~Uu""E> incorrect or results are due to incorrect mod-
rather than a fundamental defect in the of GP. 

Tamiz et al [MDC98] further state that MINIMAX GP can be considered as 
of a utility (value) function known as Rawlsian function (only 

t"T''''e>lr''! are fixed at an ideal This kind of utility func-
called a Rawlsian function because of the connections between 

....... y.~~ of introduced by Rawls for any 
no anchors), the solution provided a MINIMAX GP 

model coincides or is the nearest solution to a Rawlsian norto,ptl 

solution. Hence solutions of this form as well as the co:rreSDlon,Cllrtg 
Tamiz et al. add that for different 

kinds of scalarizing functions 2), if e ~ 00, the func-
tion becomes an additive linear utility (value) For e 0, the function 
becomes a pure Rawlsian For small values of e, the function becomes 
a function. 

is additive and 
have been set at their anchor 
is maximized. WGP can be viewed as a SDeCl:nc:a 

(value) function, so the of mutual nr,,,tt>rt>,),,t> 

must hold [L92]. 

of a UJ'~'l""hr~'rI 

look at the connections between multicriteria "",,-,UU"4 

O,1>11U,L1>5 and the reference point method. 
demonstrate the means of and ref-

erence method models to COJrreSpondllW; 
an interpretation in terms of utility functions of the solutions 
of the three "'pp"JU"HviJ. 
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2 

It seems to be easier to work with 
with value function interactive methods. This is recent re-

view of literature given in the sections. There appear to be a lot more 
researchers on reference methods than those with value 
function methods. This be due to a difficult task of the value 

rel)Tf~Sentlng the DM's information in value function meth-
to tackle this by using 

even 

and methods in a dis
is autonomous 

[COl]). 
it is evident that 

a small number of researchers is on the combination of value function 
methods and goal The literature review further shows 
that there is a room for additional and research into a frame-

mf~"cHOQUll)gV for the use of value (utility) function theories and the 
It also appears that the use of value theories is 

to standard GP in and not to any other methods for 
GP. It seems that there have been few real-world of 

such combinations. There also seem not to have been any of 
such combinations. the theoretical of the combinations appear in 
literature. 

which appear in 
used to make further research on 
how to make use of such combinations in an interactive mode. 
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we discussed various interactive MCDM L"",lUlU'l'''''''' It 

that those be 
software manner, so that the decision maker could use 
such a to decision several methods 
without being bothered by the mathematics involved. 

which is 
decision and may advise what decision would be the 

a set of [M94a]. In such cases, an of a 
mathematical model can rational decision [M94a]. Dutta [A96] 
further notes that mathematical particularly optimization have 

and continue to be the workhorses for decision Licker adds 
that the most common form of DSS is a 

Hence the basic purpose of this is to deal with the theoretical back
of the of what multiple criteria 

decision are con-

1 Handling massive quantities of data should be understood not only in a traditional sense 
data processing done by a Data Base Management but it can also analyze a large 

amount of logical relations solve mathematical programming problems [M94a] 
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sidered as a subset of which include 
all that 

There are various definitions 
of decision • "'><O<JlW, and each stresses a different there 
are a lot of ways to make '-LvvWH."'" 

most of them are activated to 
there are a lot of DSS models as but 

the results that assist rather than take 
over decision in an unstructured environment. The 

to the decision maker (DM) in the real purpose of a DSS is to nrrmlrlp 

process of decisions [S97]. 

1 

As mentioned there are many definitions of a however the 
different definitions address some common themes and a focus on those themes 
should a definition of the Some of the various DSS 
definitions are 

• A model-based set of VL'GU'LlH'" for pn)CeSslng data and 
ments to assist a manager in decision lHe'-"-'ll'!',. 

• An interactive intended to deci-
sion makers utilize data and models to solve unstructured 
lems. 

LU"I-"'UI'. intellectual resources of individuals with the 
to the of ~v'"AU"~U", 

ma,na,gernellt DMs who 

• A under the control of one or more DM's that assists in 
the of decision set 
of tools intended to 

the decision outcome. 

a DSS can be seen as the combination of the 
of the human DMs. 

2 

different functions that can or should be 
into two sets [M94a]: 

a DSS can be divided 
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1. Data pf()C~~SSllllg in the traditional sense: These functions pro-
and of 

activities such as pro
various rPlc>Alrn: ad hoc queries, 

information in different 

2. Model often, it is desired to conse-
quences of some actions (for a decision 
or a or events (actions that are not controlled 
by a In such cases, a mathematical model for a real situ-
ation is built and such a model is used for of 
consequences. 

AUALv'Rn,,,, from the first set is called a data--oriented 
uses an mathematical model is called a model-

based DSS. A mathematical model is built for a part of the decision 111<:l,lI.!lJII". 

process for which it is possible to an abstract 
model that is to the available 

mathematical 
W:t'C IVH"', a properly 

nprfn,rrrl" cumbersome 
relevant information that enables a DM 

to concentrate on those of the DMP that cannot be formalized. We shall 
focus on the model-based DSS in this dissertation. 

A mathematical model describes the modelled means of 
which are abstract of the elements of the that the users 
of the model want to study [MP03j. 
of art and science that 

of the 
Ul1'UeJl"'CaW,U1111". of solution that will be used for pf()Ce:SSlng 

. When a model-based DSS is it can be achieved 

model, which can 
a model - that HUIJU,-,Lv 

of 

well to build a mathematical program-
""T>r"""Tl~ a decision situation . Such 

defines a set S of alternatives - is 

II> decision variables that rOT"rO"OT'~ actual decisions 
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More 

which can be 
used for evaluation of consequences. 

• various intermediate and variables 

• 
state 

between 
flnlrp'PrlIV determine the set of feasible decisions. 

Some of the constraints may reflect the of events 
variables. 

• outcome relations that define 
lations. 

as of decision re-

pf()gr'arrlmmg model to be solved con-

• A constant and usually core model. The so-called core model ac-
counts only for logical and relations between all the variables. 
The core model defines the set of feasible solutions S. It should 
not contain any constraints cOlrresP()n(:ii 
user. It is typically 
decisions (alternatives, options, etc.), variables UCJ.IUJ.U!'> .. "",an.,",,, 

criteria constraints 
the relations between all variables relJreSellted 

of values such as goals 
"IJOVUIH""'C'[VU is interactively 

an interactive nr.'"l('?'rll1rp 

such as val ues of OO.]ec:tnres 
wants to achieve and/or to avoid. Such a spleclhcatllon may result in the 

of additional constraints and which are added to the 
core model the 

In his other paper, Makowski [M94b] lists the V<.LA'CU.;,>",,, of the two-stage ap
over the traditional in which structure of 

a user and and relations between variables are "lJc\CJlueu and 
implemented together. The are outlined below: 

• A defined core model should have a feasible solution . 

• A traditional model quite often has an narrow set of admis-
sible which is caused by constraints aimed at a 

feasible but also acceptable. Such additional constraints 
structure of a user and therefore should be 

constraints but in many are im-
as hard constraints in a way similar to the constraints 

relPf(~sentilllg logical and This in turn leaves out 
many solutions analysis such solutions are 
not considered to be feasible in the strict sense of mathematical program-
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pn)D1em ",",0,-.,1"1,-. and is done 
A verification of a core model can 

of a model. 

• Interactive of the model is aimed at 
rational solutions. Therefore the DM Sp(~CllleS 

and/ or additional constraints that narrow the set of so-
lutions. In other words, the DM examines solutions that fulfill both con-
straints the core model and additional 

the DM. The DM those 
of 

"'~""vJ.UO;:;U by a core model 
Contrary to the constraints 

can be nt.'rn,rpj-pri as hard constraints 
that must not be 
attainable therefore 

additional CUJ.vwu" are very often not 
should not be reI)reSeIlted as hard constraints. 

designed interactive procedure should never 
that is infeasible. 

• An interactive of the model can be done with the 
ular tools that are not "'V'''' .... J.H\.. 

of mod-

e.g. Lindo's 
model. 

What's Best! can be used for any linear (LP) 
software development is easier because one can reuse whole 

different and software 
modules for interactive 
formulation. 

• A number of additional constraints and variables an in-
teractive of the model is a small fraction of a number 
of constraints and variables of a core model. Therefore the cor

are much easier from both 
of view. The latter includes using the last solution for a warm start 

of the next run. 

• There is no need to soft constraints in the core model because all 
the criteria can be treated in a uniform way. 
is a sound idea but in the ua.HueHl.'''-

soft constraints is cumbersome and therefore used. However, one 
can handle soft constraints within multi-criteria model 
Makowski , section 6 for details). 

model-based decision 
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User 

x 

z ------+-1 
Mathematical model 

y= 
t---'-----I .... Y 

Decisions x are controlled by the user. External decisions 
are not controlled the user. From the mathematical 

the external decisions are as fixed values of 
and therefore are treated as of the model. These are the two 
of to the core model. The outcomes (outputs) yare used for 

1 

fJLCOLU'JUl,,,,C.'VU of In z may include 
influence the values of 

The mathe-

,,"'LLI''',:U !>':Fr<>prrlpnr [AgO] that model-based DSS are .... "",."CHLy of two 
"",·,.,,,onr,,,..,.j to the ways of a model and pre

The descriptive DSS are used for .... HA.u'J"A~'U of the modelled 
behavior without an attempt to influence it. 
at information about controls 

In other DSS 

are 
a nondominated solution which is considered VOl~e1l:tUJ:1.l1l 

"'''~JUA." .. ,,' to a solution that nrr"",'1P" 

function 

Makowski further states that: 

it is desirable to use a model-based DSS in both (i.e 

ment of a DM and 
be resolved. 

For before even 
the model also in the 
conform to the formal 

:>Cl:el-'aIJlClE~S between the intuitive 
results obtained from the model must 
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a 

Several kinds of are involved 
cess of a DSS. Zarate we have initiators or 'l.'mml.''TTI 

had the initial idea to build a DSS and constitute the first 
DSS process. This may be an 
Science The the model and conduct some 
studies above its future version. Walkenbach [J04] divides 
into two groups: 

., Insiders are the who are involved with the users and 
understand their needs. In many cases, these are 

rlow,l"n the DSS in response to 
a 

• Outsiders are the a solution to a 
In most cases, in this are familiar with the 

business in general but not with of the DSS are 
In other cases, these developers are employed by the company that 

Y'or, "",Qh;, the DSS work in different 

Developers 
ronment. 

• ..AAUW'E> the needs of the user 

., that meets these needs 

<AU.U""'5 the most "n~N'n.·i.,I-D user interface 

• the DSS under all reasonable sets of conditions 

., _LA/LoU"»'vUL the ("jp-trplnnrn,>nl" effort 

• to users 

• Updating the DSS if and when it is necessary 

Another key in consideration is the decision maker 
known as the user. This is a person who makes real decisions 

Ul1\..a,'LIVll it may be a manager or an or an 
advisor. The user may have no of 
Decisions are made within a Decision Process (DMP), 

in situations that usage of a is rather LVI11UIC;A sequence of 
tasks [M94aj. 

2Initiators or irnpiernentors are also known as developers 
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3 a 

there has been research 
which everyone agrees to be DSS share the same char
sum up the characteristics that define DSS as: 

• they tend to be aimed at the less well 
that upper level m~ma,gelment 

• they to combine the use of models or 
with traditional data access and retrieval 

• focus on features which make them easy to use 

• 
in an interactive and 

and to accommodate 
Ulii:LHl<,"''' in the environment and the decision l!l'U',IUI!, approach 
of the user. 

Makowski characteristics of a DSS that implicitly define a class of 
model-based DSS as outlined below: 

• tool for the and the pro-
relations 
and thus 

to reach a better decision. In other a DSS 
can be considered as a tool under full control of a 

the cumbersome task of data and 
relevant information that enables a DM to concentrate on this 

of decision process (DMP) that cannot be formal-
ized. 

• A DSS is a for a "~<'1V1l11V 
DMP and its environment. The of a DSS should 
be consistent with the actual environment of a DMP. A DSS is 
often tuned for a D M. 

and consequences 
must be such that a DM 

The user interface of a DSS is 
Ut'''l~;Ht;U in such a way that a DM may from the 
information and answers for that he considers to be 

for a DMP. 

• A DSS is not intended to solve a decision ~r."hlln~ Therefore 
it should not support a or 
should it restrict a range of decisions. 

• A DSS should a DMP two 
main functions. 
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a S 

re-
(2) 

coordination 'rPflll?T',o'YYl 

1 

for the 

"""-,,,,t',, of product sales projections, recall or characteristics 
of one or more and estimate the effect on sales volume of one or more 
'-'111],11<,"''' to the or variables contained therein 

The interfaces for pn~tererlce and interactive decision l.ua,j"H,l~ for 
MCDM methods have to be ,-,,,,en,,,LL"'U with their own features. 

the user is able to use an integrated multicriteria decision support sys-
tem to deal with decision even though he/she may 
not know the details of the mathematics involved in the MCDM methods. 
the heart and soul of a DSS is 
of its interface [M99]. The interface 

and usefulness 
C""'COHe'" focus on the communication 

uC;i"5,UC;L must determine the var-of the DSS. this 
ious channels and methods of communication that will be made available to the 
DSS user and the conditions under which will be made available. Menu

and 
process. The must also 

of requests that be made of the DSS by the DM and 
types of responses that the DSS must be able to make as a result. 

In other in the user interface screens as well as what 
will if error occurs should be considered. The UI should be clear and 
consistent. The of the screen should be easy to understand and com-
fortable with the user. The best way to these is to follow 

standards in relation to color, size and of controls [CCOl]. 
most Windows are gray. One reason 

is that some and gray is considered the easiest and best 
if 

should stick to gray 
for text boxes should be used to indicate that 

the user is to information. background for labels which the user 
should be used. Controls that aid the user should be 

It is astute to create frames to hold related 
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controls that user the user to understand 
the information that is 

In addition to 
nisms associated with the Tw' .... n'''c~'r1 

and communication mecha
UO;:;'''"JLA<:;;> must determine the co

ordination as well. of events associated with 
the facilitation of access to relevant UUU>lLAAO.LIL>U and the of 

various tools contained within the DSS. 

7 

IVJ.IJUIOIHU); is a network of often referred to as a "IIU}{U".I:I.H.H 

The modelling process starts with an modelling process 
of and questions to be answered. 

version of a model is set up to further dis-
cussions between the modeler and user. This is where the selection of of 
variables and mathematical relations between them is made. The modeler then 

COllce:pt1ual model into a model The model SpE~Cllt1Cft-
tion is COjmIlos:ea 
and relations between is 
an iterative process which involves a series of discussions between developers 

nized 
[MP03]. 

and users until a common of the 
is 

U"-'U'OOUllU", process is model A properly orga-
of the model is the essence of any model-based 

,,""UL,vU means that the user is 
evant methods of 

for specific 

Makowski and Wierzbicki summarize the IHIJU'OUI process as outlined below 

.. model implementation, verification and 

.. model 

.. model mcma,geme:nt, UlI,lW.uU5 documentation of the whole mod-
process 
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1. 

2. 

rernellts to be met the process 
that the modelling process must fulfill is called 

each with its own set of r~r""'r~ri 
of SDLC are outlined below: 

analysts assess the nature of the or-
rI .. ,."",lnn documentation the 

context and the V'ISCUUb"C'VU'" 

3. It focuses on the of the situation to de-
termine what needs to be done. This includes to m(m(~g€!rrH~nt 
what the new will do for what and their stuff will be 

will look like. The is a system 

4. The involves the creation of a detailed model. This 
will define and identify all data all file structures and the programs 
and program structure. The software that will be needed is also 

IJ"'''UJ.",-, in this Validation are also defined. 

5. the logical model for the new 
is converted into a the and 
tion of software and hardware necessary to meet the needs of the 

6. This is where the is put a series of trial 
runs to ascertain its relative to the stated Not 

must the correctness of the be but also its robust-
erroneous 

will or whether its error U"'HUU."IS '_""'IJ,a.UlLUC'''''' are 
Ut(:UHl'lS with bad data. 
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7. Documentation: This involves down the ""","Olm 

the names and of program listings, job de-
for involved in the maintenance of the 

8. It involves the final installation activities of the 

9. ..... ,,"'p.11I .. , Review: It involves the evaluation of the of the 
ev(llOlJm,ent life and of the itself. 

10. Maintenance: It involves various and incremental 
enhancements to the system to effect 

to the Maintenance is not an 
has gone into "n"",.",tirm 

It is an integral that must be 

An alternative to the SDLC 
the Un(len3talnOlngs 

Memory aids and Controls. 
is below. 

The characterizes the various representations available for use as meth-
ods of communication between the the user and the DSS application. This 
include input menus etc. 

In the 
ties necessary for the DSS to no·rt",..rn 

of the various contained within the .<.:V.',"Pl·n 

production, and P"',<"N:>5J'''5 

the DSS. 

Memory aids are the COlnp-onenl;S 
the various identified r"'T)rp<lP"t.", 

to alert DSS users of the need to nOlrtnrl'n 1>"""'-'1H<" 

at hand. 

Controls are mechanisms that 

k'""rrml",ricr", contained in 

to the use of 

relevant to the task 

U""~1"JlU1Jl-1jLl""UU5 process from a number of available re]JfElSent:ltions, 
and memory aids. Controls include mechanisms to assist the user in 

to the functions that assist the user in tailoring 
or and modules 

that elements within the DSS 
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1 a 

v~.,vu,," solving, independent 
It is driven by users' concerns. The 

with one or two interviews with the 
interviews include the facts such as list of nr,"\",<>yy", 

to the and any relevant Based 
on these facts from the initial 
to define the initial scope of the nr,C)n"",,'r1 

views' facts recommends the oeveJ,Op,m4:ont 
needs to 

and schedule for 

DSS may be seen as the evaluation of alternative solutions and 
cation of a detailed solution [LDM94]. Whereas DSS 

""""''''-'"0 of a DSS 

is to provide a user with an 
and the as possible on what the software is to do. 

nr(,~"~"r',, may be that do not 
of the nTc,rc,nlflP 

• encourages and This in-
creases the user's morale and ,m'r.n,r;n 

enhanced because the appears real to 

• Iteration and are a natural consequences of """~"'YYI" 
that is, users tend to their minds. 
ural situation since it assumes that a prototype 
into the To'n llrpri 

• It has often been said that users do not 
see them ImplE)m'cnt;eO If so, nrC\l-"TV1'lI 

model that users can see, touch, 

• can increase because it allows for '1.~"~'''-' user feed-
back which can lead to better solutions. 
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III 

Definition. 
ferent 
but the actual 

of the SDLC. In it consolidates 
occur one after another. These phases 

uu.e"llt:'l.lL" can be defined more 

Design. Screen and layouts can be very quickly un-
til users their Terminal can be user-tested 
for friendliness and CUI.HUlt' 

through yw"tn.h""i 

developed with paper and 
seen users; therefore, it is less 
been in final form. 

- Construction. The very 
w hieh is also known as 

In most eases the as de-
can be faster than one 

The has been 
to be redesigned after it has 

There are also Whitten et al 
JUL'.lViJ"±' sum up most of these 1ii:HILi:t:~e" in one statement: 

encourages ill-advised shortcuts through the SDLC. 

From many different <:>n:''Yrr'<:>~ of DSS 
can be identified as: 

l. 

2. 

au.LAUl.U';; a customized DSS and 

either a !',tUe.lQ,1 

CAL or COBOL or a 
or 1Jt;UIlH. 

two common ~h'n".n", 

is often con-
It is 

in combination during 
Programming a customized DSS 

such as PAS-

A DSS generator is an that eliminates the need for program-
thousands of individual instructions or code in the and construc-

tion of a DSS Most common forms of DSS are the electronic 
Lotus 1-2-3 and Several commercial 

add-ins such as Lindo's What's are available to assist in the 
of various types of DSS mechanisms electronic 

DSS ".",r,or<,trw 
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are components of any decision related to 
UU!-,RaU'GUl,""C'VU of any DSS. There is software 

therefore it is important to use software that 
ease the software and result in better end 
structure of each DSS and the of oriented pro-

as well as utilization of well-tested software tools 
Makowski further states that: 

two factors: 
of DSS and for software 

software. There are two 
use of software. the software should have a modular structure 
and should be well tested. This that the popular 

should never be used in DSS 

between many 
devellolJ,ed in such a way that it is 
architectures. 

rg;llmenl:s can be rounded up with the general advice that one should 
and tools that allow for fast of 

data 
kal or substantial 
development of software are discussed below. 

Software Robustness 

mathemat
Tools that allow for fast 

Software robustness is as its for to 
the and to the needs of the user. This includes proper behavior 
for possibly any data for the program, any action of the user and 
for hardware problems. The software robustness is also the necessary 
condition for the software reuse, and the careful and of 
all software Marakas 
software there should be a 
of the software are n,.,p"'~'nt 
that software outputs are 
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software contains uniform 
and its content is traceable back to the 

Software 

A of the software should be reusable both in different 
H"'~"'''OA".l of any modification of the available 

software. This but it is to 
consider how much time is necessary to and test new software to 
this effort . The reusable software should be carefully tested 
and converted into libraries that are well documented. It must contain 
information for the user to determine its 

cOlnponent;s and status. software 
gn~ll[lellt on the common structure of data 

Software .11.:'''.''",-.1<0'''''.1 

The software should have the of device that the software 
should fulfill its purpose without any waste of resources. It should also have a 

of that is, the of the software should facilitate the 
selective use of its A choice of an for a nr"hlprn 

is critical for software GUl\.,L'CU"y 

Software 

Software should be device H1Ll<:;]J'<:;UU<:;JC!L It should be executed on a 
Nowadays, there exist many tools 

"'VUHA:t! User Interface for software development. This is 
of several more than in the past. 

is now a of a careful of the 
software and of a proper selection of software tools used for of 
a DSS. 

Software !V.IlUULJU<:l 

I-diesigllied and UUVl<;Ul'C;UI,<:;U software should be modifiable for "'IJ<"'U.'\.-

purposes. This includes modification of the user interface for a spleClnc decision
for 

<:;LL'Llu'e;Ul.<:;l1u1:> and COInp,onEmt 

a 

Validation of a DSS is defined by Finlay as "the process of 
gfE:ernleIl1CS between behavior of the DSS and that of the real world 
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modelled". It is the process of U"'JlHAJlU5 whether the model behavior rep-
resents the real world domain. points out 

that a DSS is a truthful rep
but with delffionsl;r 

to 
few model-based DSS have been nr(\T)",rl 

Validation has two dimensions- verification and substantiation Ver
ification is defined as "the process of the extent to which the model has 
been faithful to its whether or not its "''"'"''''O'~''' 
Substantiation is defined as "the demonstration that a 

sat;ISI:actor'y range of accuracy consistent 

The validation process is explicitly life cycle 
of the DSS prototype under constrained resources·· time and costs. A DSS is 
evaluated testing ensures face 

and 

As mentioned there are two clear involved in the validation 

1. An internal 
take in constructed 
the DSS. Some of these tests may involve T)(Yrpn,n 

tribute to the validation and interviews. In labora-
validation should be executed after 

S1llJ811stems 'llPT1n'rn.hfl'l1. and validation' have been SUCCflSstUllj 
of face validation is to achieve COlnsI;stE:ncy 

view and the user's view of the 
in a and cost-effective way. Face validation also ensures that the 
formulated problem contains the entire actual and is 
well structured that a credible solution can be derived before extensive 
and detailed software develloJ:im,ent proceeds 

n<"r"T'~TT1 'Verification and Validation' (V & V) consists of veri-
val1da.tlIllg the DSS modules one at a time as are devel-

is to the of each model in the 
n~~T'~T'OT"" of a DSS. Predictive validation consists of validat

nClr"""Clru test cases in which the results are known. A 
data from the test cases, and its results are com-
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with COjrreSpIJw1mg known results. 

User assessment is carried out at after a successful valida
tion. User assessment can be defined as 'the process by which interested 
parties (who are not involved in a model's and im-

can with some level of whether or 
not the model's results can be used in . The main 

are: (a) to obtain a statement of 
to assess the UUIJO<~L 

Slnrlpl.lll(;atlonlS, methods and 

2. when the DSS has been verified 
should the external of extensive field tests be carried out. The field 
tests the DSS in the and seek to those nprtn,rrrH'T'C'P 

errors that occur [MOP87]. A field testing validation of a ~~ ....... _ .. ~. 
is a very desirable to take before a full. TYlnl"'1'Yl"nr 

The DSS I1t",-,·,,,· 

below. 
with CU.'pl'''''''l'' on the validation process is given in the 

a 

There is no 

Field Tests 
Validation 

of a DSS since this on a environment of a DMP 
[M94a]. The of a DSS can be seen as a set of activities which 
are focused on the successful introduction of a DSS into the 
ronment [M99]. It is UaOl1LQ.u 

environment. Schein 
to process as it occurs 

to Lewin-Schein of 

1. The creation of an awareness of the need for 
LB':AU,,;'" and a climate to LHC'H!,;<O. 
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2. 

3. 

UA<"'U/'SU"5 of magnitude 
uU''''"'''6 the initial need for 

of new methods and the 
behaviors. 

Reinforcement of the desirable "U''''UF,'''' that have 
occurred and the establishment of a maintainable and stable 
new 

of a DSS can occur when the DSS is vali-A successful 
dated. plt~m'em,a{;,lOlI, it is not sufficient for upper 

who will run it every must be 

Once the V'I:;"'>JIU,OI"",'U 

in 
uses beyond those 

should understand how to 
n~<,,.n,.n~ the model's 

of MCDM tech
create new models) for 

the software men-
tioned in the previous section imlPlementf~d for the of the 

model. 

The belief is that software is "never" on time 
further states that very often the of software is under-
evaluated the known that there is never vU'vu,,",U 

software often either the software is not ready on time 
or that an tested version of the software is released. 

Once the DSS has the acceptance 
Any after the client has the 
In 111(l'"ll,eu,,""\,e 

there is a 
way, be destroyed those who want to enhance them. 
that all of the skills acquired in connection with the 
ment are There are three 

nrt,(i"t'j- after it has been delivered to the 

• The first reason is to correct any residual 
faults, documentation 
This is called the corrective maintenance. 
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• The second type of maintenance is known as maintenance. In 
this of are made to the code because the client 
thinks that these the effectiveness of the 
The client may, for wish to have additional functionality added 
or that the product be modified so that it runs faster. Users 
become and 
used. The more eX"pel'lerlcea 
are to discover for <:;u"uaJ","lU~ have. 

of software maintenance is known as maintenance. 
Here are made to the software in order to react to in the 
environment in which the software The software will almost 

have to be modified if, for ~"-""'J-""~' 

Whole new into use 
every now and then. 

Maintenance has become an u"~.",,,,,,.a~'.Y 

of Powers et 
(f.,.~·"'t,'r factors than 

a 

Gershon and Duckstein , and [W92] that the 
choice of MCDM for a task is actually a multi-criteria 
lem itself. Several MCDM methods have been developed, and their number 
continues to grow. Different methods often different ap-
pr,oalcnc~s to decision and among methods may on the 

pn)mem under consideration [W92]. Belton and Stewart fur-
ther state that the of MCDM covers a range of different ways 
of for the nature of in 
terms of facilitation and as well as attendant facilities and technol-
ogy. Belton and Stewart discuss the issues that are important when to 

any of MCDM The issues addressed span a broad 
foundations of skills of 

Consideration of matters discussed in their book is essential in effec-
tive of MCDM 
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for asked for the selection of 
an MCDM method that can be used in a The are 
as outlined as follows: 

1. How is the information elicited? 
A articulation or articulation 

2. What 
Ideal 

of preference information is available? 
goal trade-off or explicit 

3. Which decision rule is 

This v!l('f'"'C;' 
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In this we discuss issues related to the development of an mul
ticriteria decision the framework pr'eSEmted in 
chapter 3. The aim of ae'vel,opllng 

and .o,<;111C"",,, 

as 
these tools have an role in decision 

pr'::JDilen:1S, each tool has its own limitations and could not be used alone to reach 
solution. This poses the of these 

decision tools for better decision solutions. 

1 

imlDlmnerltat;ion of a DSS 

have 
from the traditional SDLC and recommend an iterative 

with extensive use of In real life development 
of a the framework in all 
A fundamental is that the 

mrernlen];S can be 
not translate well to DSS 
understand or be able to articulate 

This does 
,,.,,,,., .. ~.,, since the user may not fully 
""'~""""""'e" early in the life The 

1 In our case the user is conjectured during the development process of a DSS 
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"1J'~"lJLl"dLL1,"'U for a DSS is best characterized as a 
the process. 

nf;::>D()sed DSS is model-based. A model-based DSS often uses multi-criteria 

purpose 
which is ca-

problems. The detailed design focus on the 
and the user interface. The model is 

U""'''F;AAvU in such a way that it the user with the to 
mathematical (MCDM) models (model with available data with a click of 
a button. The user interface is in such a way that it is clear for the 
user to use the and the format of the results facilitate de,elSlOIl--no.al:Cln 
and are consistent with the user's mental model of the To the 

What'sBest and MCDM models the DSS is coded in Visual Basic for 
The reason for using VBA is to hide the 

who is not interested in the technical Ui:L'vK~~lUUUU 

3 

1 

The DSS can be run from the disk What'sBest is 
It is advisable that the DSS files be copied to the hard drive for better n~'"''''" 
mance. before the DSS there should be some settings made 
to the should be changed. 

Level. If the se-
than Medium is selected then the macros would not run. 

Secondly What'sBest reference should be activated. This is done 
wba.xls or wba under in the Visual Basic Editor window. 
Visual Basic Editor window can be accessed under Basic Editor 
from the Excel window. If the reference to What'sBest is not What'sBest 
attributes or What'sBest from the VBA will pro-
duce error. 

After all the are 
the DSS is a pop-up for 
should be enabled by on "Enable Macros" 

2What'sBest! is basically an Excel add-in 
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Before the .... ,.,")h,,,,yn is solved the model needs to be formulated. The formulation 
menu can be accessed "Formulation" on the main menu. The user 
starts the number of objectives, number of decision variables and 
the number of constraints in the model. The user is the 
process of formulation. In some cases, the process is 
For the number of constraints cannot be before the number of 

'~r.~n,~ is If that hierarchy is not followed the user is warned or 
as to find the direction. The model formulation is of the three 
methods That there is no need to reformulate the if 
the user wants to change the method he/she is The formulated model can 
be deleted and another model be formulated. The DSS gives the user the 
choice of the entire model without the model before 
uele~.IUl'. it. For details of 

The DSS for three MCDM methods selection for a decision 
All the user has to do is select the method to use in the "Main Menu". The 
MCDM method selection on the individual DM who may choose to use 
one or more of the three for different The selection of which MCDM 
method to use is itself a multi-criteria No method is inferior to the 

and it on how comfortable the DM feels in each of the 
three methods. 

The method to use can be selected under different criteria such as ease of use 
and confidence in the solution obtained. Elicitation of from 
one interactive MCDM nr,.r"r/'1T·'" to another differences in the diffi-

of the information demanded at one iteration and the number of iterations 

The three alternative MCDM models which have been selected for 
tion in a DSS for MOLP are: 

• Wierzbicki's reference method 

• An interactive weighted Tchebycheff method 

• An interactive value function method [VJ02] 

The main reason for "" .• " .... "u.,!'. are all somewhat 
different in nature, are all interactive. 

The reference method makes use of an achievement function 
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and the DM to reference 
fore each solution The weighted is a 
space method in which the DM selects the solution that he/she thinks is the 
best among the then the is in the vicin-
ity of the selected solution to contract the space. The value function 
method also the DM to select between alternative solutions, but the 
information is now used to estimates of the value function. 
The next subsections (4.4.1, 4.4.3) include technical details of pf()O()sed 
models that problem formulation has been done. 

traditional 
to the model. 

1: 

model for a DSS is constructed in a similar way to the 
model (see section There are no modifications made 

are coded as outlined below: 

Find the ideal criterion vector z* , . ~., HICloAIHHhUJl5 each 
of k criteria 

2: 

Let T = 1. Let the DM express reference 

, such that < 
rp,\r""""t<, the reference 

criterion i.e. the levels of DM's achievement for each 

3: 

calculate A-vector 
as follows: 

-1 

re[)re:serLtull! the 

1, 2, ... , k 1) 

Note that's should sum to one (i 1,2, ... , k) i.e. 1 

4: 

Find by the achievement program: 

k 

Min a+c 10>0 
i=l 

to: a> A(r) (q(r) - z) 
- 1. t t , i = 1, 2, &&"' k (4.2) 

is "'''C'GU'',,,,,,,,.) the onto the nondominated set of al-
ternatives. 
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If the DM is satisfied with the solution z(r) obtained, the process stops, 
otherwise go to 5. 

5: 

and form another Let the DM 
vector. That let r = r + 1 and the process goes back to 3 

Comments 

At each iteration of the reference 
user is only to for 

is not involved in any other 

Some modifications have been made to the interactive 
The with the traditional 

of 

Uniform can however be ac(;Or,dmlg to the 

• distributed AlU
) on (0, 1) (i = 1,2, ... , 

• transform 
tributed taking the 

) where A(E) , ~ 

suIts in exponeiutiall with mean 1, 

• normalize the distributed i.e. 

With is unnecessary, and it is neces-
as new information is received. This method 

"UA.~U"'U the solution process there is one set 
and no is U','A'~·U 

The steps for the modified interactive 
in the DSS are outlined as in below: 

model imlplement{)d 

1: 

Let r = 1. Determine the ideal z*. Let z** = z* + € E is 
called the criterion it is the smallest value than 

where € is a vector of small k is the number 
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of The vector is defined to be an infeasible criterion 
vector that dominates every nondominated optimal) solu-
tion. 

Let 
k 

{AE E [O,Il, 
i=l 

be the initial set of 

We suppose that the number of iterations will not exceed t = 10. If 
we aim to have within an interval width h where Steuer [E86] 

~< <~ 
2k ~ h ~ 2k 

then at each iteration the interval needs to be reduced the factor g, 
where 

2: 

k is the number of 
distributed Well!!hlts over as described above. 

Store (save) the 

3: 

vectors for future use. 

select any five vectors from those in 
2. Mark the vectors so that they cannot be used in the 
next iterations. This that different solutions are generated at 
each iteration during the solution process. Solve 5 solutions the se
lected vectors. That determine 5 solutions the aUISHlt:;W,<:;U 

small 

'"h,,,I,,,,,h.,tt program as follows: 

Min 

Subject to: 

k 

a+p 
i=l 

a> ACT) - , 
xES 
zEZ 

a??:O 

i.e. a maXi 
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4: 

Present the 5 "r.,mn,rr.1ITl"'" solutions to the DM. Ask the DM to select the 
solution that he/she most Let be the selected solution. If 
the DM is satisfied with 

Else go to 5. 

5: 

Let A (1') be the vector which 

Determine the reduced set of 

where 

{ 

[0, 
[1 
[A}r) 

-1 

, 1] 

as the solution to the 

in 4, with its 

if -I- 1, 2, ... , k 

if 
, Otherwise 

vectors: 

+ 

k 

= I} 
i=1 

'f d r ) < , I A. _ 

, if A~r) ;::: 1 

Otherwise 

in which 9 (0 :S 9 :S 1) is a pn~sp~~Clllea 
raised to the power. 

Let r = r + 1. Eliminate all the vectors that do fall in the re-
duced interval above and return to 3. 

Comments 

"..,,~'"u,v number of iterations is SP(~cltled 
the DM to when 

Steuer and Choo value 
for the reduction but they that the reduction factor 9 be within 
the interval (1/ R)l/k ;;3 9 ;;3 h1/(t-l), where R ~ k, k is the number of 
and t the number of iterations. Steuer the final interval width 
h to be h ~ 
above the re-
duction factor 9 is within the above SDE~CltlCd boundaries. 
Once the reduction factor and the interval width are they are stored 

the whole solution process, unless the is reformulated. 
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At each iteration the user is provided with five solutions. The user is 
to choose the solution which most and the process 

continues. The user is not involved in any other technicalities outlined above. 

The basis of this model is that there exists a value function such that if 
the DM the user of the is able to express a definite pn~tereIlce 
solution za over another solution ,then > The value 
model in the DSS uses a "i",..,.."..,;<,,, 

For any 
value function is 
ments. The "i",..,.."..,i<,,, 

P 

Zi = ~i + Zid, i = 1, 2, ... , k 
d=l 

The 

(4.4) 

where Zid nY""Q""t the value increment on the rfh constrained by 

p 

and Zid 2: 0 only if Zi,d-l = d = 2, 3, ... ,p 

Define 
= Zid, 0::; ::; 1 

which is then such that 2:0 if =1. 

~'. ~_V'~" (4.4) can be written in terms of as 

Zi ~i + i = 1, 2, ... , k 
d=l 

We shall now assume that c>vn,..,,,,~.,n in the additive form as 

k 

V(z) = 

i=l 

3Note that any Zi implies the (;id values and vice versa. 
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where Vi(Zi) is the value function. We scale the 
such that ViC~.i) 0 and Vi(Zi) = where is the 

">au",,,.,,,, such that = 1). 

Then the nip,.,p,,,, apprc)xiJrnation is 

p 

i = 1, 2, ... , k 
d=l 

value function 
on i 

where are the value increments over each interval for Zi. The 
overall value function becomes 

i=l d=l 

which is a linear function in Zi 

We still need to ensure that if bi,d-l 1. However if the value 
function is concave such that < for each d, then the maximization of 
V(z) will ensure the condition is satisfied. 

The normalization of V(z) then also 

= 100 
i=l d=l 

Our is thus to estimate the 
and then to find z 

i = 1, 2, ... , k 
d=l 

and other constraints 

for the interactive linear value function model 
Dle:m~mt.ect in the DSS are outlined below: 

1 

Let r=O. Generate 1000k k is the number of objec:ti,res 

2 

uniform on 
vectors which do not 

). Store the 

~ O. Eliminate 
< 

l.Q,AAULILUIY select a set of 5 - r the maximum number of iterations 
is 5 in this vectors in step 1 and solve the LP 
pn)Olerr.lS i.e maximize V(z) and obtain 5 - r solutions. 
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3 

Present 5 - T solutions to the DM. Ask the DM to rank order the cur
rent solutions. The rank of solutions should be such that the 
most solution is ranked 1 and the least """,.C>A"",-,'uv. 

is ranked 5 - T. If the DM is with one of the solutions pnlSeltlted 
then STOP. Otherwise go to the next step. 

4 

If the DM the user of the is able to express a definite nr"t"r"T,r>o 

for a solution za over another solution , then we can work in terms of sa 
and Sb. The DM's induce the constraint on the 

k 4 

2':0 (4.5) 
i=l d=l 

Eliminate the vectors which do not constraint Let 
T = T + 1 and go back to 2. 

Comments 

The starts If the user is not 
satisfied with any of the solutions rAru""",hul to rank-
order the solutions in every iteration. The 
there is only one of solutions 

0.1."""""" user interface screens and all the buttons in the DSS have been 
in hierarchical structure so that their can be 

easily accessible to the user. Table the functionalities of each 
screen in a DSS. (4.1) below nr,'""nh, 

screens of the DSS. 
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2 

3a 

3b 

4a 

4b 

Main Menu 

Menu 

Formulation Menu 

Formulation 

Solutions 

View Solutions 

Starts the DSS "YJ:"'~'~""'" 

Enables the user to describe the 

Gives access to Formulation 
--,-_ •. _.··.0 on what the user wants to 
enter 

Enables the user to provide for data 

Enables the user to view the 
solutions and "".v".",,, 
the solutions 

Enables the user to view all the 
solutions after each iteration. 

Table 4.1: Screen-Function 

4.1: Screen-Switch 
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4,5.1 Main Menu 

I'he main menU ~llows (he user to ga to doocription menu whc<-e he/. he can 
d""'Tihe the l'i Ide problem for report I'UTj>Oi'lC'_ The "".". "an gn to {nTnllllation 
IllCnu (where the ",.holc I'Tnhlem "an he ~umulated) through the main menu. 
The main meIlll ~L"", en .. blei; the user L.o chOCtJC the rnethDd he/she wanlS (0 
u~_ 'I'he n,.;,h"d L.o use can be choocn by simply dicking an either ci the throe 
method" di,played on the m~in men", The mellu appears as ill ehe figure l~,low. 

-.. , 

Fi~urc ·1,2 : \Iain \Ienu 

00 
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4.5.2 Description Ivlcnu 

The (Ie.ooription menu 3110'0;0 the"*,,, of 3 DSS to provide for hiojher P<'J",mal 
illfutmation. It also enables the l1.cr to give (L brief explanation of the llatu,'e of 
the problem_ The purpose of this menu " t>asic~lIy for reports. 'j'he <kscription 
IIlenu looks as in lh~ figure kIn\>,'. 

, .. ,,, I ', .... ""., " 

v,,. 
'.",.,." 

_ ............ ~ _ . ... .,.... ...... _ [NID< 'I<Z_ """It._ • . .1.,,-_ s..r;,""', .... _I .. ,~"',_< ~ _i """1"'" .. "or:". ) .. c'~ I'" """., 
"" ...... ''''''' .... _ ,_ ~ a. ,", .... "'_ .- , .. ~, ... M., _ ~ '.:, ""., 
~" .. """" ",,"''''''''l' ~ "" ~ "."'.: ........ , ' .. /0,,,, _,,,,,,,~"";j 
'"' .. .. io ... '" ""''' '''''', •• ,.,w ,,~, L, LO, "',..,. ~, __ ."" ~,_" lorn 
P" >OJ_.W, ,R". "' ... .. , ... , .", .. " 
0,"""" =>:""" .. M 0'''" '<"""', .,h'· .... ' "'''''' " ". 00 i .. " ""'-'" 
"M" " "'" n_ 
T" .,,, .. , :/. .,,, ... .- .,,'" """,,, I'f""'" 1"" »yooJa." 0,,_ ...... r,,,,, .. 
,,,,,~'J , .... ".-""'*''''''' I'f j~<1 ~ ... ~.-~; , .... a.., -"", ' .... .. 
"'""";" :""'" 
"'" •• , '<"''' ~ .. 01<"" "' '''"'' ". ""~' "'" .",.,,, t ...... l.i. ,., .... . ]' ""w,,., ~.,,, , .... _", r,,,,~,...,, ,~". ~" •• ;" 

Figure 4,3; neS<:"'iption Menu 
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4.5.3 Formulation Menu 

Tlw. formulation menu allows the Ll5er of a. DSS to provide for the <I",",. b""i,,~lly 
nuroetical values of the 100<:101 to be solvod. l"hc formulation roenu look; "" in 
the 'iguro below 

cl ,. . ..... 
-- .--~ .. --.-.... --

·, .. _N, I 

".," I 

'" 

c .• "', ,,, 

'C~,' ... ' 
-.C"_"''''_ 

,.,," ...... 
. '"'''''''' 

---~. 

,~, , 
\'"'' "."" 

FigLlre 4.4: FOIlnulatX)n Menu 
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4.5.4 Formulat.ion Inputs 

Suppose. for example, 'hac the u>et has a problem with thu,e objocli,,,s, 'htet' 
d<J<;c,io!l vliri"hles and f()w constraints. Tben the "Formulation Inpu,"" )"lenu 
,,;onld appear as in the figure below_ In the folio>ving figure whetber the obioc
tiv,," ale t() be maxim;"'"l or minimiz",l i, lint "I><rifi",1. The tigurH only !Ii"""" 
rough idea of how th~ llli'JlU look, like. Tlrie menu enables 'he uger t() formula", 
tl", pmhh'm by imerting tbe Dumen" "alues in the white 'pa(,,"; that is, the 
coellideJlt8 of decision variab"" of the ohJectiv~" ""' w~1I ,~, of the con.traints_ 
The ul'lCr C[I.ll ai", provi(H, for the ",tIu,,", fur ~Vll.iIable ... """,tce8. The fOlffinlatio!l 
in]Kl" m"'lLl hXlks as in the figure below. 

.... <>;,,...... -... '...., ... rc __ 

:'!t,.1'N 1 
~,,; 

(I!,"'" ,_. 
~- , 

too""" 1 
c ....... J 
~~., 

- -. , 
-" . 

l 

I 

Fi~ure 4.5: F"rmulacion Input, ),.fenu 
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4. 5) , SolutioTl~ 

rho "",luti(m, mer"l ,tlk",-, t.he '""" to ,but ""lvin& mll l~icrite,ia pmbkms 00-
pt'rKlin<,; "n t.he method selected. All the u,~" h,,, to do i, click on Il.ny of the 
thn,., LutlOlls depeoding on what he/she wants. Thi, menu &llow, the 11 .... " t.o 
view the "",1ution5 of t he "" front it~mtiOI" on1)' (except for when the reference 
poi nt metl~><l i , oelecte<l). T he "'~" i, guided thmllghout th~ ,,;hole pro<:c~,. 

Th" ,,,lutions menu looks as in the figure 0010" ... 

I 
I 
I , 

'i~. " 
[(c -_ ,., 

- - , , 

I L. _________________ ---' 

Figure 4.fi: S"I11thm, MeIHl 
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4.5.6 All Solutions 

Tl", all ."ILltion3 menu enables the ~r tD "i~"; all the solutions after all the 
it.cr~Oions are perJoIllicod or during tl", "'~Ulioll pro"",,,s. Thi, screen "IOw.< the 
",lution;; de""ndillg on tl", ,ele<,ti()!l of tl", rrrll>rML Tl", u>cr "~n vi~w ,liffment 
solution, by just stola,ting ~he lllelhocl and clidUng 00 "yiew all solutions' 

FigLlTe 4,7; All Solutions :\Ienu 

4.6 Decision l\Iaking Process 

The decision making pT<X=' through I!. DSS {x>:urn in "",'~r~l pha!iffi ~.xl'lairwd in 
tll~ following sectiom. The decisi()" m"kin! proce", i , ","wllti31ly d"n~ tlmlLlgh 
the aid of" da'b()n " LlppOrt. "'yS1.elll, 

4.6.1 Problem De~eript.ion 

'll1e DSS ~n~LI"" ,he U8eJ: to describe the modd lor report purpose. Th~' can 
be done by eliding "D""ription" Oil th~ main lllOnu, Clieking ;'n,.,'!!Til"ion" 
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take.> the u",," tD d"",:rip<iou Uj~uu. The user can click on "Model Ilcscription" 
to !leO; tIl(' P"]>-llp and p"'>vide for the morWs nan", '" in figmH (4.8). 

Figure 4.8: Model Name 

TI"m .he ~ can provi"" mr hi,/h~~ uam~"" in Jigure (1.9). 

, 
• 

_.-

Figure ·1.9: U"", N"mH 

Tr...,n the me<" "'" proYid~ £". the date of DSS u"" .... , ill figllTH (4.1II). 

~'i!lllTe 4.11~ Date 

00 
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The space i" th"'" creal .. l ,~, in figure (4,3) for the user lu briefly and tl>uruughly 
describe the modeL If Lh~ 11_ fee6 like describing the modol UIlCC ~ain, be/she 
c,,~ click o~ "R~Describc" to dew e",,"ythi~!\ (J<l "De,;.;,iption" "~'m'- Wh"" 
clicking' on "Re De.>crioo'. the pop-up as in figme (4.n) "Pl"'.ar; which ""b 
the user whether he/ihe i., pa'litive alxJllL re describing (he ID<Jdel, 

Figm~ 4.n, fie Deticriptiun Warning 

In Lhi" caoo (ho mcr ho., Iwo OpLK.'ll'" (u clear all Lhe conLenL" in "Descriptiun 
Menu" 0' to ",Led ":<0" 1<00 leave the "[)(o.;;c,iplion Menu" '" it i.;;. 

4.6.2 Solution Process 

OIH'" Ihe metM i, oolod.ed aIld the problem i8 formuia.to::\, the inwracti vc aigu· 
dthm (of the ,,"",hod oolecto::l throU)';h a DSS) ""l''''.'' th~ DM to provide inpul 
to the wIutiun a.l~orithm and the "'><Ill; are cunLinua.lly di"l'layed thruugh
out tho ""i11tion pmc_. Dat" can he inr"""hang"d through di:II,,,.enl method, 
depending on the choice of the DM. In otber word" o~ce the protLcm i, [0,
mul"t""' tht-"e i, nu need to reform11late the pmhl"'II fur I< difI'''~Ilt MCDM 
method, Aftcz ..,.",,",ing Ih~ hieD,,! method to me, the ooiution P"lCCSI' pro
ccods in ,~hh>n Lu the method ooloctod Th~ DSS alLow, the ""''' to dilinge hi, 
mind (,wi!.eb Lhwul\h the metho,b) I<t any time during the oolutiun proc""" 

Reference Point Method SoIu~ion Process 

'I'I.'hen the relereuce point met.hod L, ",,1""'00, lhe user has I.u click on "Solve" 
to follow the rewence point [)}{'(hod solution IU"''''S8, The id~.Il.! '",lues "'" 
di8playoo and the use, i., requesLoo (u provido for hi,/bcr Mpiration levcls Inr 
each critffion/objectivo. The "'pi,,,tion l~vt'"b should be less than Lhe ideal 
valuoo. The DSS warnS lhe uoor if the Ml'imli<m le..,l, are ~ol "",,,,~ptl<bw and 
r"'lL>ests the use, to ,eview hi.,/h~" "'piration \evel,. Aft"" p'o.idill!': fOT the 
aspiration \ewl, th~ uoor b", to click on ;'&11"," OIH" again to get th~ ""ll1lion, 
llthe urer is not ,,~t.i.,ti,~l wilb the oolution he/me can click on ;'Solvo" once 
a!,:ain to provit\e fur different ""I)irati<J<l level, and"" {j{l "lid "" ~"lb, The 
&uluLiuus in overy ite<atiun are "avoo for Ii~ai roIutio~ ",lcction. The 1100< is 
gukl .. l t.hroughout the refuronoo point. "0111tion pr()(:res, Pielorial """mplt-.. of 
(h" referenoe point lIl{'(h"d ""ll1tiun process are fuund in appolldix (C) 
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Interactive ovcllierr Method Solution Process 

vVhen the interactive we'lg11ted 
on "Solve" in the "Solutions" menu to 
a number (5) of different solutions is 
satisfied with any of the solutions 

At this the user is 
to the solution most nr,,,,,,",,, 
set of five solutions is 

method is ""'Jl"'\.-"""', the user clicks 
After some time 

can click on "Solve" once 
....... ''"'''''...,0 for a number CQl:resp()n(iing 

cue",,,,,,,:;u solutions. Yet another 

solution. If the user is still not "",'ulO.U<':""', the process continues likewise until 
finds the solution that needs. The solutions in every 

iteration are saved for future reference. The user is still the 
solution process. Pictorial method 
solution process are d81Cllclted 

Value Function Method Solution Process 

When the value function method is the user has to click on "Solve" in 
the "Solutions" menu. After some time a number of solutions is 
on the screen. If the user is not satisfied with the solutions 
has to click on "Solve" once Then the user is asked whether 
is satisfied with the initial solution. If not, the can 
another set of different initial solutions. From here the user is to rank 
order the solutions from 1 to 5 (where 1 refers to the most Dn~ferred 
solution and 5 refers to the least Unlike in the other two 
methods' solution processes, the value function method solution process has a 
limited number of iterations. As the number of iterations increases the number 
of solutions that need to be rank ordered decreases. The interactive solution 
process terminates after the user has rank ordered two solutions. At this 

if the user is still not satisfied with the solutions provided, on .... "''"'".uF, 

"Solve" can start the whole solution afresh with a different set of 
solutions. Pictorial of the solution process the value function 
method are found in (C) 

7 

This u!<.~",:a f"\nrn,'nr and ImplE)m'ent;a of a DSS. 
The which is characterized as an 
iterative process of DSS developed the we are in the 
~U;>lUVU to test the DSS before uuf.He'"u<.::u"u,F, it. 
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Such and evaluation of a DSS are essen-

The as well as the 

1 

The DSS was tested with human decision makers the role of real decision 
makers. There is a distinction between a real decision maker and a role A 
real DM would be someone who has a criteria decision U«U\.J.Hl-S 

responSIble not for it but also for 

5.2 

MCDM on the number of func-
decision variables and constraints. Two test have been used for 

testing the DSS. A test (B) for rl"" .... r;nt;An 

and mathematical of the was the game reserve 1JUI.1J.17.ZToI.fI 

taken from Belton and Stewart The game reserve Dn)014~m 
6 15 decision variables and 8 constraints. A test u,-.rUII.f>H 

the DSS had 4 20 decision variables and 21 constraints. It was an 
appendix B for description and mathematical repre-

lThe main reason for selecting the game reserve planning problem is that some basic 
calculations such as for the payoff table, nadir, ideal etc. are known for reference 
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in the sense of the 
extent to which In order to 

accuracy, the V & V 
section was carried out for each MCDM model im-

Dle~rn(:mt;ed in the DSS. Validation examines whether the achieves the 
stated purpose related to the user reach decisions. Details of 

decision validation are found in section 

The test (using the described in illustrates 
the solution process throughout the DSS. The same was solved 
different MCDM methods in a but with the decision maker's 
responses simulated the researcher. All the tests outlined in the next sec-
tions were carried out after the and formulation. Detailed 
steps for laboratory tests MCDM methods 
are outlined in the next sections. 

1 

The !<LlJULCLL'JL test the reference method followed the 
mic outlined in section The solutions 
from the DSS "Solution Menu" . 

the reference method was selected in the "Main Menu". Then 
c,Wl,-" •. 115 on "Solve" in "Solutions menu" for ideals and the 

the reference for the reference the user 
had to click on "Solve" for solutions for the first 
iteration. The reference 
table 1). 

1 

and solutions for the first iteration are 

110 
1 
18. 

Table 5.1: Reference Point Solution For Iteration 1 

in 

Since some of the solutions nr,mT1,i1P'i1 to be below half of 
the the user did not 

to for new The new 
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all with 

been of lesser Yet a different set of solutions was 
user. The solutions for iteration 2 are outlined in table 

2 
3 

Table 5.2: Reference Point Solution For Iteration 2 

The solution in iteration 2 was still not 
had to go to the next iterations. In the next 

and the process 
the user still had to 

for the levels 

iteration 4, there was a 
with little further 

process through the reference 

and the 
at iteration 5. The simulated solution 

method thus end at this 

The test the interactive method fol-
lowed the algorithmic outlined in section 
below were from the DSS "Solution Menu" . 

the interactive ""::;ll'.ll~eu method was selected in the "Main 
Menu". Then "''''''''''5 
of 5 solutions was 
are in table (5.4). 

"Solve" in "Solutions menu", the and a set 
on the screen. The solutions for the first iteration 

After the first iteration the DM did not find any of the solutions to be satisfac-
since most of the had the lowest achievable values. 

he still needed to select the least solution of the which was 
<.H'L,Al,U" on solve to go to iteration 2. The solutions for itera

~ ...... ~v_._ in table 

There was still no satisfactory solution found in iteration 2 since there was no 
balance in the objective values (some objectives were awarded too high values 
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2 
3 
4 

Table 5.3: Reference Point Solutions For Iteration 3-5 
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3 
4 

31.2 
120 

77.67 

Solution 1 
9.81 

15.74 
o 

65.35 

Table 5.4: Interactive 

4 
87.31 

33 

Table 5.5: Interactive 

Solution 2 
8.86 
o 

59.4 
61.46 

Solution 3 
5.99 
a 

100.13 
42.53 

Solution 4 
7.49 
6.71 
93.15 

33 

l'n<'rnTl'n<'TT Iteration 1 Solutions 

100.87 
41.31 

ro ... "h"ro"'",'" Iteration 2 Solutions 
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while others had too The DM had to go to the next iteration with 
unsal;ISIaCicory solutions. The solutions for the 

iteration are 

1 
2 
3 
4 

16.8 
31.2 
120 

77.67 

6.98 
17.14 
56.23 

33 

4.69 
11.42 
79.12 

33 

7.67 
7.18 

91.28 
33 

4.34 
8.39 

90.37 
33 

10.62 
23.61 

o 
49.23 

Table 5.6: Interactive LH't-:U'VLlI,"U Iteration 3 Solutions 

The DM was still not satisfied with any of the solutions in iteration 3, 
but selected solution 1 as the least The solutions obtained in 
iteration 4 are shown in table 

Solution 2 
1.08 
2.4 

100.3 
41.41 

Solution 3 
5.84 
2.59 

109.64 
33 

Table 5.7: Interactive Iteration 4 Solutions 

At this the DM was satisfied with solution 1. He wanted nn',,,,,',,,,r 
if there could be any in the next solutions nT""'1£'"'' 
was selected as the most and the process moved to the next iteration. 
Iteration 5 solutions are shown in the below. 

1 16.8 6.05 5.73 12.36 4.75 5.02 
2 31.2 14.82 14.01 24.73 11.56 12.26 
3 120 65.5 68.74 23.47 78.54 75.76 
4 77.67 33 33 33 33 33 

Table 5.8: Interactive Iteration 5 Solutions 

The process ended up with 5 iterations. The DM found solution 1 in iteration 
4 as the most solution even after the iteration. 

5 

The test the value function method followed the 
outlined in section (4.6.2). The solutions provided below were 

the DSS "Solution Menu". 

lO4 
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the value function method was selected in the "Main Menu". Then 
'Al'<-.!'U!!", on "Solve" in "Solutions menu", the ideals and a set of 5 solutions were 

on the screen. The solutions for the first iteration are depicted in 

Solution 2 
9.89 
2.57 

55.91 
57.66 

Solution 3 
1 .11 
2.46 

97.22 
43 

6.47 
4.17 

1 03.31 
33 

Table 5.9: Value Function Iteration 1 Solutions 

3.12 
7.51 

94.76 
33 

The DM was not satisfied with any of the solutions in iteration l. 
There was no balance in the values for each He had to click on 
"Solve" He was to rank order the solutions The 
rank in such a way that the most solution was ranked 
1 and the least solution was ranked 5. The DM's for 
solutions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 was 4, 2, 5, 1 and 3 ro""o.cot 

ranked 4, solution 2 was ranked 2 and so 
for iteration 2 are shown in table (5.10). 

1 

2 
3 
4 

1 

77.67 
40.07 
55.33 

1 

30 
45.65 44.17 

Table 5.10: Value Function Iteration 2 Solutions 

solution 1 was 
The solutions 

The solutions in iteration 2 seemed to be 
further. Thus he had to pro1cee,a 

but the DM wanted to 
. The DM had to 

and 4 was 4, 1, 2 and 3 ro""o.r·t 

for solutions 1, 2, 3 
The solutions for iteration 3 are outlined 

in table 

After the iteration the DM found solution 2 C;"O'C;UC1(l.H How-
ever, to see if there could be any he continued with the rank-

he had been with solution 2 in iteration 3. The rank--
nrr1pr'1n0" for solutions 1, 2 and 3 was 2, 1 and 3. Then the process went to 
iteration 4. The solutions for iteration 4 are shown in table 

2The number of solutions provided decreases as the number of iterations increases in the 
value function method 
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Table 5.12: Value Function Iteration 4 Solutions 
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The test the value function method ended after 4 iterations 
with solution 2 in iteration 3 as the most solution to the DM. 

All the three methods similar solutions in 3 or 4 iterations. This 
is a good validation that all the three methods in the DSS do what 
is desired. 

5 

confidence that the possesses the 
validation is a very desirable step taken before full 

Impleme:ntlltH)n of the when the DSS has been verified 
tests should the field test be carried out. The field test 

described in was carried out a group of students. 
nri'Yn!>nr reason for the field test was to evaluate the DSS so 

that there could be some modifications (if any) before the DSS is uUP"_U"'_H" 

5.5 

For DSS a group of six students real decision makers 
were given a multicriteria to solve. The nature of 
a was discussed with each of the users before the actual use of the 
DSS. The was formulated and described before the evaluation process 

the users were only for information needed for the solution 
Buttons for methods selection were placed differently for 

all the 6 users to avoid bias of method selection. All the taken in 
the DSS were also to the users before the use of the DSS. The DSS 

ease of use, user methods' 
evaluation and time. Each criterion was UG'vV'U"V0,CU to sub--criteria as outlined 
below: 

1. User's tl~lcll:gr'ou 

(i) MCDM 

(ii) Computer 

2. Ease of use 

(i) User friendliness 

(ii) Error tolerance 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

Ease of F.~'""U;'15 to the solution 

of changing one's mind 

Ease of interaction 

'U"''',"J.Hl<. lost during the solution process 
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3. 

Flow of 

(viii) Comfort in 

(ix) Guidance 

the DSS 

~p""~~ user interface 

(i) Screen appearance 

Menus plcLCem!mt 

Button pla,celnellt 

4. lelnemtea methods' evaluation 

(i) Method 

(ii) Method sal;lsl:acto!'Y solution 

(iii) Difference in solutions 

(iv) Confidence in solutions 

(v) Method reinitialization solution process 

5. Time 

Time taken to reach a solution value function 
method 

(ii) Time taken to reach a interactive 
method 

Time taken to reach a c'~~rr'~" solution using reference point 
method 

(iv) General of a DSS 

All the sub-criteria measures were obtained by having the users ques-
tionnaires after using the DSS. Each sub criteria was measured 
on a 1 to 5 scale for subcriteria 4(iii) and which 

"5" for sub-criteria 
friendliness of the 

1 

"h·nn".p"t response (i.e. if the user marked 
satisfied with the user 

comments were also solicited. 

Criterion 1 illustrated above was for the decision makers not 
the DSS. The responses of each student on subcriteria 1 and l(ii) 

are shown in the table 13). 
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1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

Table 5.13: Users' Scores for Sub-criteria l(i) and 

statistics for sub-criteria l(i) and l(ii) peJ:tOJrm:an<;e and each users' 
scores on the sub-criteria are respectively in tables (5.14) and (5.15). 

Table 5.14: 

1 
3 

2 
4 

Statistics for Sub-criteria l(i) and l(ii) nPT'trwm 
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Mean 3 2.5 2.5 1.5 3.5 2 
Standard Deviation 0 2.121 2.121 0.707 0.707 1.414 

Variance 0 4.5 4.5 0.5 0.5 2 
Minimum 3 1 1 1 3 1 
Maximum 3 4 4 2 4 3 

Table 5.15: Statistics for Users scores on subcriteria l(i) and 

The level of MCDM for students who tested the model from 
1 to 3. 67% of the students had very little with MCDM. The level 
of of the students from 2 to 4. 

The of the evaluation was drawn from the 
the students after the DSS. criteria 2, 3, 

~AU'~V"U6 the DSS. The responses of each student on different 
in the table (5.16). statistics for each sub-

and each users' scores on the sub-criteria are 7"oc'no,..ti·uol" 

and 

The average matrix for each user's response on each criteria 
3, part of 4, and 5) used in the DSS is 
The elements of the matrix are means of each user's response on each of the 
sub-criteria (which constitute criteria 

For DSS evaluation process, a two-way was per
formed to compare the criteria (2 to 5) PClrtOJrm:am;e and users responses towards 
the criteria. The results of the AN OVA are in the table 

The ANOVA results show that there is no in the students 
responses towards the criteria the DSS. This is justified the P-
value 0.691 > for users in ANOVA On the other hand 
the ANOVA results show that there is a difference in criteria 

the DSS. This is as well by the P-value 
in AN OVA table. The above of the 

the summary statistics for both users responses 
in table Some of the difference in 

criteria might be due the user interface issues. 
The GUI has the mean score of which is than the score of the other 
3 criteria used in the DSS. 
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F-' 3 2 2 3 3 4 
F-' 
F-' 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 

3 4 3 4 5 2 3 
4 3 4 3 4 3 3 

Table 5.16: Users' Scores for Sub-criteria 
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Maximum 

Table 5.17: )"""'r1T"\irnTP Statistics for Sub-criteria Performance 
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Mean 
Standard Deviation 

Variance 
Minimum 
Maximum 

Table 5.18: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

User 1 

4.211 
0.713 
0.509 

3 
5 

User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 

3.789 3.579 3.474 3.684 
0.855 0.902 0.964 0.946 
0.731 0.813 0.930 0.895 

2 2 2 2 
5 5 5 5 

Statistics for Users' Scores on Criteria 2 to 5 

Table 5.19: Users' Average Score Matrix for 4 Criteria 

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value Fcrit 
Users 0.636 5 0.127 0.615 0.691 2.901 

Criteria Performance 4.527 3 1.509 7.294 0.003 3.287 
Error 3.103 15 0.207 

Total 8.266 23 

Table 5.20: ANOVA Results 
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3.421 
0.961 
0.924 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Table 5.21: oJUlllllla. 
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In 
used. 

are re~)]Jecu 

plemEmt1ed, only evaluation criteria 5 scores were 
the value of 1) was 

~!t;.'Ut;ULt:u method and for the method that 
solution. The average matrices for sub-criteria 5(i) and 

in tables and (5.23). 

2 
3 
4 
5 1 
6 0 

Table 5.22: Method Ease of Use Matrix 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 

Table 5.23: ;:)tll,lt;Iit\CLILJI Solution Matrix 

The summary statistics for matrix and are respectively 
in tables and (5.25). 
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Table 5.24: .:JUIHHlttl Statistics for Method Ease of Use 

Table 5.25: Statistics for Method ;:,atISltacwr'y Solution 

a test with 2 of freedom to compare the three meth-
ods ease of use, it was found that there is no significant difference in the three 
methods ease of use. test also shows that there is no significant 
difference in the three methods solutions. The P - value for both 
tests is 0.6 P - value:::::: 0.6 > 

of the students found substantial differences in the solutions pro
vided by the three methods. 67% of the students found that all methods im-

~~,~~tnrl in the decision system were fail-safe there was no need 
to reinitialize any of the methods the solution ~~"n~~c 
the who found other methods not fail-safe did not 
methods. 
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After testing and the students 
were looked at. in for modifications 
of a DSS for better in the reference method 
had to be looked upon. the reference method solution 
process was also refined. The way the user has to from the first itera-
tion in value function method was also to suit the users understanding. 
There were also other minor made to the DSS after the field tests. 

The results obtained in the and field tests for the valida-
tion of the DSS. verified and validated the we are confident that 
the MCDM methods were The suggested issues for fur-
ther research and of the DSS are addressed in the next 
The issues include the extension of the DSS extra MCDM 
methods. They also include 
to the users. 

ways of Ula"'-UJ'5 
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linear 

value and interactive m"'''''''rt''rI 

II "",HUH". are as the model base for the DSS. Some modifications 
are made to value function and interactive Wt::llU!LtU 

DSS is coded in Visual Basic for n.~)Pll"C'LltJU" 
ematics behind the model base. The DSS is Uru,lUtU y 

all the calculations are done 
a group of students for evaluation. Some conclusions were drawn from the 

responses of the students after the DSS. 

For further the value function method is SlIt:rg\p.st:p.n in which the DM's 
interaction would be in such a way that there is a tradeoff between 
some criteria research in this dissertation did not address this Dis

base are also suggested so that the DSS could solve almost all 
only continuous It is also that the 

whole be Microsoft Excel's add-in. This research did not to 
compare our DSS with available multicriteria decision which 
could be done as further research. 
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Appendix A 

Problem Formulation 

A. montkmM ,.,.,-lier tho problem formnlation kgins by pro,i,jing for the nwn
ber of objectives. This is ocl:li"'''ll by ciickin", on "Objective No" in the "Fo._ 
mniation .\leuu" An ip"tbox "" in t)", picture below app"""" 

QUdIlII!Y ul ubj"Lllve, .' 

, ..... "'" r<.nb<t rJ ob)<>COY'" fc< px ><able~ 
(oo<lr.. ""09«) 

Figure A.l: Ob}edive Nuwber Input 

The DSS is capable of tr"l'pin", any etronoous input infurmation. SUP!'''''' the 
USN i",.,rt .. "nythiug"j"" which i., finl numeric, tloen tho ma' ''''ge t>ox "PP"~'S 
in the fi!>Ure below' 
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OK I 
Figure A.2: Error MeSIlage 

The u,." "~n provide [or Lhc number of doci,ion ,-ar;"blc" by eliding on ·Vari· 
"hIe )/0 ," in the "H)nnulation l>.lcnu" Tl,en th,· inplltb<", M in the picture 
~low appctJ."" 

Quantity of d~(.I,icm vdri~bl~1 -Pi";,, ""'e' the -...nO,,- ci de:i>o, "omo<le; fer 'I"'" 
rn'''~ (x;lve ~ :oo;",, ', 

IR 

-
Figure A:l: n..,isi<m Vaci~hle r.,"umher Luput 

The "l'l'OllOOll" infunn"tion can be trap!>"<l .., in providing [oJ' the number of 
ubjective •. 

The me! c~n ~j"" provid., fUI the nwnbez of colllllrainl.'l by cl;din~ on "Con· 
,l,'ainl 1\0." in the "H)rmnL1.tion M"IlU'. Th"n ti,e ;nplltl~lX ,~, in th~ figmc 
below ~Pl~"w" 

'" 
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~.,. ,..-t, ' t~ r",*", of ,o,.~m', foe yar 
"CtWn :>cl.i!e n"9"'l 

----- .. _, 

The erroneoUJ5 \nformo.t;{)[J ('all hoc trapped as in pnlYidillg 1m the IlLunloer "I 
obj<X'ti"", III tbi" e""" the nULllbH of con.",aJnt. CMoot k giWll. bdore ~he 
!lumber of ob ;.,ctiv,", i, !limn_ In eo.'" "hem it happ<,m tllli.t, the uoer d,,,,id,,, t" 
provi<k for the numh.er of eOllStrailll. ~re the number of obje£ti",," ~he DSS 
will i!lfmm the user (.0 provide for the ntlmbcr of objcctiv,", first M in the fil\l'''' 
)",)0", : 

Will ning rg] 
Please in:;ert the number of objectives First 

OK I 
Figure A,5: Error MffiSage 

The u"'"' ~an ioontify (giv~ a !l""'" to) ~ach of ~be oujed;",," L)' clickin.<: on 
·'Objodive Id" iu "Formlliotion Mronll" 1'h"" the ""'lu<mm of input,h<""'" "PI"''''' 
until ",II the ohjo<:tiw", are idemilied, The iuputUo""'" appeal' as in tile figu", 
bd)w: 
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Figure A.6: Objecthc lucntifica.tion 

SimilaTly for d",,"ioll V>1fi"bles ",jd oonstr~im idemific~tion, the ussr h~s 10 

elid< on "V~rbblc U' and "Constr~int Irl' r~"'I'CCtivcty in t,h~ "Formut~tion 

Menu". l'he ""l""r>ee of iIlPU~boJ(es ~ro ~pi""'r lwtil ill clecision va.-i«bl", a",l 
<X>Il.>tnwnlS ~re identilkd. 

AI 'hi> "I«IS<' the user c~n dick on "Objectiye Coclficiont," in the "Formul~
t.ion Menu" to provioie for the codIldenls of rl"d,ion .. "riaLl"" fm the objoc
tiv ... , 'I'h"" iH, 'he user hos to oollstruct ~ C n."Jrix (sce ch~pt'" 1), Then the 
illp"tbox for r,uidance appc~r. a, ill the 1iv,Jlre 0010,,-: 

oM T<ol'ii>-l cr,.,;,o,:;;:, "",,.1,, ",}ct;o:Ii-." r I:' tIrl,(Iti~)m(", '~ 
:!!d:i:l1 mil!! ,/.h:« "', 'Ol 1 "'~' "" I" 1'" ~,,~ cr ,rt~ 1 

Then the user i" ll."tollWieally t.ak<m to "FOnllub,ioll Inpms Menu" (_ figure 
4.5), Similarly lor the A m~trix (coclllcicnto of rlccb~)[j vll.ri"blP.> '"r th~ ('on
,tr!l.int,) awl veclOt b (rig'ht side uf the cunstr~ints) formulation, the u""" has to 
click on ;'Con,tcaint Codlleient"" •. nrl "Hight Sic1e of COn"ll'~int.>" "",,,"dimy 
in the "RJrmul«tiun Menu' Likewi"" the U'"'' i, ""irioo by m~" box", anrl 
ta.!-:en 10 the "Fhrilluiatic)[I Input.> Menu", After the construction of C m~crjx, 
A m~lrix ~nd b vector the USC1' ha, to click on 'Hock '1'0 Formuiation .\1,,"U" if 
there i. ,till "w",..hi"", ebe to forHlubte, 

The ",,"C '" al,,) I"'rmitteo:l to I'.:()vic\e i)t, the rellitiornhip between the left ~lJ(I 
ri~ht ,ides uf the ooll..traints. 'I'hi. c~" be clone by clicking on "Con<;tTaint Rei ... 
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tionship' in "PorIll"btiOil M,'nLl". Theil a seqUellC~ of inpu~l>oxes app~ar unW 
all tl", relatjon,hip, he<woon L.he hit side ~nd th~ righl 'ide of ~""ch COIlstrainc 
~r~ ptovideJ. The inputboxO'l appear a, in tl'e figLlr~ b,>Iow: 

"""0 =tv """hot ..... ~t _ cl ,""','" 1 • 
<,~, <-,>-",.,'.""", .. ,. 

r 

OK " I 

Th~ llOOr ,,,,11 OIlly (ype in the "\gn. <, >; <=. >- or - in th" input tK,,,,,,, 
else thc u.cr i, inf""jj~>:1 if ",.",. ",,),lhillg ~I,;" b illoorW. 

The uS€r can also . pccify whctl"'r '",,'10 of th,' ohj,div,," i, to ht, m=lmiz"oi 
or minimw,crl by "lid:ing oil ")'£DI Or :1IAX" in "Formulation )'l~nu" Th~n ~ 
"'qUell,," of illj)llcboxO'l appro," until "II \1", obj<~tjves a.n, ""t,>:1 whf,thE'r to ht' 
maximilcd ""' minimi7~>:1. TI", illpull~>xeo; appear"" ill ch~ .ligU1'~ below: 

~~--"""""""" -""""""""""" """"" -- " 

Fi,o;u"" A.g: Objcctiyc St"tus 

The u.cr has to type dtl",r "min" or "m=" (not case ""nsi( i;-e) in (he inputbox. 
Oth"TWi';" if ""ruethillg ~Ioo other th"n thc words "min" anoi "max" j, t,.l",,1 the 
U8CT i, .. ..,.TIlf>1. 

Clicking 0" ';Vi",," Formllhcioos" in "Formublion :1Icnu' "IIOW8 thc USCT to 
vie"" (he formul~te<l po:ob"'m in "Po<mula.l:ion Input, Menu" This is p08sibJ., 
only wh"" there is "'JIlle<hing formubted. Clicking on "Bock To M~in _\1cnu" 
(aires lh~ ~ser bad: to "Mo.in Mcnu" 
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The DSS a1lo ano"s the uocr to rdormulat£ tll£ whol£ pwblem, Thi, ~H"'S 
all i he formulation" awl MY solutiollS saved within the mod£!. This '" ""hieved 
by clickin~ on ;'fu,formuhte" _ Sin"~ d~eting might hap]",n mistakenly, th£ 
""rning "P)}fflnl "" in the figure below to ask ,,-hether the L""'" r~",lly wants to 
reforUlulat£ the problem; 

Warnin~ .~ 

Figure A,lO; D£l£t£ Warning 

Clid:ing On "1\0" ta.kce the uscr back to th£ "Focmubtion M£llU" without re
formubti1l!': ttlf, problem. Clidcing on ;'y",," allow, "he Ll00r W rd()nllubt~ th£ 
problem, but also giVffi the user a chan"" to sa"~ th~ prohl ~m by aski1l!': yet M
other qU'""ti.on through th~ IIl<""'''''g~ box. The qLl"",ion apl-'<""" ""' in the figLlr~ 
helow: 

I 
"'iI':Uc~ ..1., 11' 0.,1""" Q_tion 

Clickin~ on ';:>/0" dclctt-<s, h~ prohlem without "living it. Clid:ing on "y"," giw .• 
the uset Ihe eha"ee to specify wh"", to ""ve t he problem through the "Save As" 
inputbox "-. in Ihe figlu'e b~low; 

1~4 
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c.IJ 
'm, 

" , --
··1 °,0,'.""" 

'fl .-::: 
rd':,: 

, I _._, 
j. F_' o< 

i ~ , r.". ,d""k 

I -

. ..,lO'2lW:(C:) 

","CD""" .:0) 
:::.~ if. Sc~-.:,I~li..orui~b If:) 
~ [:<InOf' on 'Sc"""W~l' (0:) 

, ~5:.-40<' " '>:~u\\t.Ij \f'ro¢ W:) 
,:!~:fI<I; on 5c"""\~\iI<'i'i I"') 
~"'otl''''' on '5,,,,:e11~1' (0<1 

.:t Bot9<t: or 'Sc"",.IY~l \«'!I'" I;f,) 
~fl.±,k '" '~O\9,>' (I:) 
:dg,."d ClxlJO"ent, 

W,..g,Ofri' orocuct, 
:~ 1h;,r1' DooxI!ffits 

Figure A,12: SiIYC Destination 
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The Game reserve );'" .. ,UUUAb problem was taken from Belton and Stewart [V J02]. 

1.1 

South Africa has seen the establishment of many private game reserves. One of 
the game reserves decisions would relate to the size and location 
of the reserve area, and to which game L>"'J"A'~L> 
are to be in the reserve. different issues for a new game reserve 
P"HHUH5 such as the need to be taken into consideration: 

The aVCLuaUHl of food and water for the animals in various 
of the reserve: This also consideration of an balance 
between various of herbivores such as browsers and grazers; 

ii Direct and indirect economic benefits derived from which includes 
game and to 

curios, and 

iii Direct economic benefits form the sale of live animals (to other reserves, 
or to or of 

iv rural often 
by traditional meth-

contributions in cash or kind to local 
Where these communities do not see a direct benefit to them-

selves, they may resent the loss of what often to be their 
traditional or areas to interests, and this can lead 
to with poaching or even for """f"n,,.,,· 
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v Effects on contributions to national conservation goals, either out of gen-
eral conservation or because the for 

and increases in eco-tourism. 

There are 3 to be stocked in 2 camps. The growth rates per period time 
are 0.3 and 0.2 for the three There are also 2 critical 
resources. 

1 

The decisions which would follow on from the above choices 
would relate to the management of the reserve or game park, and 
would in include decisions 

• Desirable stock levels for each of these and sometimes also the 
allocation of these stocks at different areas or camps. 

• The means of of excess 
desirable levels. There are U",,:>l\..OU 

growth of "UUHAG." 

.2 

Max Zl = + + + + 
Max Z2 = + 
Max Z3 20Yn + 
Max Z4 = + + + + + 

to: 

+ + + 0 

+ + + 0 

+ Y33 0 

< 14 

+ + < 12 

+ + < 25 

+ + < 30 

+ > 14 
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where 

Zl = Revenues from Sales and 
Z2 = National Conservation Effort 
Z3 = Food Value to Local Communities 
Z4 Pleasure to Visitors 

Quantity of 1 to be Placed in 1 
of 1 to be Placed in 2 
of 1 to be Placed in 1 
of Uf"~'-'''''' 1 to be Placed in 
of 1 to be Placed in 

2 
1 

of S"'"'-''''''' 1 to be Placed in 2 
of 1 to be in Manner 1 

Y12 of 1 to be in Manner 2 
Y13 = Quantity of 1 to be Disposed in Manner 3 
Y21 = of 2 to be Disposed in Manner 1 

of 2 to be in Manner 2 
of '-.:n."""i,,,,, 2 to be Vi:SP()SElCi in Manner 3 

~'u."" .. cy of 3 to be in Manner 1 
"<:"~"""'.r of 3 to be in Manner 2 

of 3 to be in Manner 3 

1 

You have been informed that you have a of R175 000 from a 
deceased relative whom you hardly knew. The terms of the will are that you 
may use this money for a car for an educational abroad after 

For purposes of this test let us assume the 

• You have use of your father's car for the next year. But after one year 
you will need to some sort of car, as you will not otherwise have 

available. Assume that the minimum for a usable second 
hand car at that time will be R25 ODD. You are, of course, free to buy a 
more elaborate vehicle then if you wish. At the end of 3 years you 
wish to that car or to stick with the one after one 
year. 

• commitments mean that you will be unable to undertake an exten-
uu,,,,,,.. abroad until three years from now. 

• At the end of 3 years, you must make at least a short oversea.'l to visit 
which can be funded from the bequest. Assume that at least 

R30 000 must be available for the at that time to cover such a 
you can "'~"nr,rQjca this visit into a more extensive HUU".",Y 

at that time. 
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The decision that you need to make at this is how to invest the 
money for now, as you will not be using any of it for at least one year. It 
turns out that there are four investment options open to you, which differ 
in terms both of risk and of after one year. Assessments of 
cash available per Rl 000 invested after one year or after three years, for each of 
two scenarios for economic trends over the three years have been made. 
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Investment Cash available per R 1 0 

Scenario I 

1 Year 3 Years 

A 1070 1240 1120 

B 1095 1150 1150 

C 850 1100 1175 

D 700 950 1000 

we have consulted have asserted that there is no 
cate that any scenario is more or less than any 

to associate any with this outcomes. 

1440 

1500 

1650 

2000 

reason to indi
but have not been 

Note: The investment decisions have to be made now; you are not 
to switch funds between investment at a later The is 
that the cash you take out after one year will be used for the car, and will not 
be available for re-investment. You are, allowed to defer 
the decision as to how much to take out in cash at the end of year 1 until that 
time (Le. the time you know how much each investment has earned for the 
first 

The decision variables are the initial amounts invested in each of the four in
vestment options, the amounts to be withdrawn from each investment after year 
1 under each scenario and the amounts to be withdrawn from each investment 
after year 3 under each scenario. 

Your nr,""h'orn is to find the solution which 
criteria: 

the best balance on the 

• Cash available at the end of year 1 under scenario I 

• Cash available at the end of year 1 under scenario II 

• Cash available at the end of year 3 under scenario I 

• Cash available at the end of year 3 under scenario II 
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to: 

where 

Max Zl 

Max Z2 

Max Z3 = + 
Max Z4 = + 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

175000 

> 25000 

> 25000 

> 30000 

> 30000 

< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< l. 

< 
< 

Zl = Amount Available to Withdraw After Year 1 Under Scenario I 
Z2 Amount Available to Withdraw After Year 1 Under Scenario II 
Z3 Amount Available to Withdraw After Year 3 Under Scenario I 
Z4 = Amount Available to Withdraw After Year 3 Under Scenario II 
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= Amount to Invest in 
= Amount to Invest in 

A 
B 

Amount to Invest in Option C 
= Amount to Invest in D 
= Amount to Year 1 From 
= Amount to Spend after Year 1 From 

= Amount to Year 1 From Option B Scenario I 
after Year 1 From B Scenario II 

C Scenario I 
Amount to after Year 1 From C Scenario II 

= Amount to Spend after Year 1 From D Scenario I 
= Amount to after Year 1 From Option D Scenario II 

after Year 3 From A Scenario I 
Amount to A Scenario II 

Amount to 
PDf Amount to 

= Amount to 

after Year 3 From Option B Scenario I 
after Year 3 From B Scenario II 

after Year 3 From C Scenario I 
after Year 3 From C Scenario II 

after Year 3 From Option D Scenario I 
after Year 3 From Option D Scenario II 
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Appendix C 

Solution Process 

C.I Solution Prace::;::; 'flll'ollg"h Rerer'elH-:e Point 

Method 

As mcntinnro euli"L the reference ])Oint method stur!." hy ""lerling ,; Ri'rrc""" 
Point" in tt.o "1.J"in Menu" toI)" ... ..,,] Ly dickillg "Solutions" in (too same me.nu. 
Then th~ li"cr i" takom w "Solutions Menu" wi",,,, hc/o;h~ can did, on "Solvc
l.O stan oolving tt.-> prohl~m. Immediately aft"r dickillg on ool~c. Ihe m""'''Ke 
t.ox guiding the l~'," af'P"'ll" as in the figm~ 1><-low: 

.l:d :,,""PCIf """~'" in","''''''''''''''lr, ""..w ,~.h"",'" ,." -m ,-. "!"'>om, ,;, ... .,.~ 'cr ";'cr"'" tad,,,,,,",',, ~"'~" ~IJ" , 

Figure C.l: Rd'NMlC<' Point Input Guidance 

The ""',,. b then taken to "Formulation luputs \\cn,," wh~m hc/,hc can pm,-id" 
fur hi.s!hcr aspirat.;on .,'.-e),; (relerence point). l'igul'C (C .2) shows the rctcrcllCC 
point input space in a DSS: 

UJ 
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~EFERE~I.E POItlT 

r-·- .......... --
I , . -----------------_ .... ........ . , 
I 
" I 

I~@jl 

16.&J 
31] 
WOO 
7161 

Figum C.2: Rd~I"'JC~ Poin~ Inpul 

Th~ user h,., to dick on "Solutions;' in the "Fo<mul~tion Input" M""u·· to go 
back to "Solutions Menu", th<ill click on "Solve" OnC~ again. If ~v~r there "'~ 
errors in tloo ""1~ra~Hllllev~1s (reference [lOint) providod, th~ m~:r i. ioki<wNl 
bclor~ the calculo.tiollS jJ<ocood. If lh",,~ ar~ IX) ~rto,"" in th~ fderenc~ point 
provided b,.- th~ "'H, ~he so lution p<oc.ess continue><. Aftm, ~""Y ,.,lutiort cal_ 
CUhtlOll I< me6sf'ge box "" ill tk figllf~ below app"or, 

,. '" '" ~1Jj,·.1 '" ".,"" ;~cl.' oi" .. """'" ,."" .. ,. t, "',,± I" "" "'. 
""·_~~",,,"I 

CI --j , 

Fi~ur~ C.3, lkmmnoo Poillt Input Guidance 

Th" procaJur€ g''-'' Oll and on until the u.ser is '"'-tisfie<I "it·h one of t h~ ,.,Iut.ions 
pmvid<><l. 
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C.2 So]ulion Process Through Iuteractive Wcighled 
Tchebyehdf f\..lethod 

Afur the .election o[ Inle,acth.., W";~hUX! Tr,hehycheff "'"th(~l ill the "Main 
Menn", ~he uoor can click on "Solutioll" 10 go 1.0 "Solutions :'Ilenu", He/soo 
can click on "Sol.,.." in "Solution; "lenu", Afw, sume time the solutions will be 
displnyoo nncl lhe rn"",a~e box as in tt>e ~~ure bel,,,,, "PI_'" t.o gui"" the u"", 
with ~he next step_ 

Fi~ure Ck It.er~cliye Wcight.ed Tchebychelf Guidon"" 

If the uoo, is llot sati..rned wilh I.he "",lulions pro,ided, t>e/.h. can click on 
"Sol.,.." once ~gain and ~11<' inpllt box (with ~lIiding rne=>gej 1>." ill the figure 
bek)w ~ppcar8. 

S.1e;l u~ A.,'i ,-, 'i'" rre'!'<, ly,ert. ",,>be ' Jrrn - r=-CK -- I 
to 5: r" f" ;,,, '0 tho >«'e'r<d "',,:;:.., L. 

Fi1<ll.e C ,5: Int"r~ctj y{: Wei~hL<Xl Tchebydldf Input 

The wlntioll I'n"""'" continu"" ,imibrly nnt.il the u._ j, ""~isiioo wilh one uf 
the solutio,," p,ovided, 

'" 
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C.3 Solulion I)rocess Thr'ollgh \iaille FIlIle(.ioll 

1-Ie(.llod 

1b~ ""Iution ]IT'''''',-' with this method abo "t&rb by ""Ieding "Value Function" 
in r.he •. Mltin "Ienu" followed by clicking "Solutious" to ~ to -Solutioos "ICDU" , 
A, ,h" stagc tOO lli"" hos to did, "S"I .... ' to g ... r.1Mo initi.ltl 'lOiution,. Aft-", tlMo 
initio.) .ruulion ealcumr.,iOll, the nj"",~e Lux as in the figw:c below appm,," to 

guide the u_ of wha~ to do. 

Figuro e,G: Vo.Jue Function Guidanc~ 

If the llie! i; not so-ti~ with Ihe ,,>lulion, I1W..-;ded r.,!>en he/she hOil to click 
OD "Solv,." ag~in. There" a ~'%" OOX (OIl in the tigll!~ [><,Iow) which o.sks 
the u""r whctber h,./.1Mo is "'ti0ied with t,he ini'i>ll ""Iut,ion." Th;" i, OOcau"" it 
i; likely Ih", the initial "ulutions are .:milar. 

Ire ',ct "thloi].l" ;'~;11 ,illru. (I:, 'II' ~ o:n:j"IJ,.-.:l" I, 'i1j t."'" ,I'll 'Q 

,Jtl:ro 

Figure C.t; Value FlJ]}c,ioIJ IntGr3CtioD 

If ,he ,,",,,, is oot "ati0i",j "ilh lIMo initial ",Iut.iun then he/>iw ha>; tu clkl un 
"No" oud the new ,tartlng .... lutions will be calcul3t<ld. Til,. P""""" "",n go on 
WltiJ the u""r i, ,ati0ied with the "tarting ,.,Iution. O~OOrwise, if the uscr is 
so.t.i3fiffi wilh ,he initial oolution h~hOO hM t<' click "y",' and ~n inputhm: "" 
in thc figuro [><'k,w OPP"OT' fOT the u."." to rank order Lhe o;OiutiUlls provided. 

13fi 
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","oCG '''''' ",,,", lI .. >OU"'~ rre", 1 ,,, ' (<< .. Inn 
,o-.i=J 1 • [I" ""'" ,,", .. ,..,...-, ",,",,00 ,'''''''''' 5 ~ 
I ~ ~,," ... ,.,to,) '-t, tho .ori<" >01"00 L 

Figllr~ ('.8: V.Juc Fund;ofl InWr!l£rion Inpmbox 

A ooqueuce of inputhux"" "Pj>eIU wltil all the oolutions arc raub'd. Th<: "hove 
PTOC""" ",,,,ur" Wlti! only oue solution is di"rMay",L If the U"'" i, ""ill nol ,~tdi.,J 
wilh !!.ll~' of the solutions p", ... id.,J, he/,he has tu click On "Solve", but at thio 
moment a different II""'",,&C box appeatll (as in the figwe helow) to ""k the uS<'r 
if he/_he ",anl<l to otart Ihe proocss "-&",,h. 

n, "ho .. J 1 ,~,."', .'"" ,,, .1 ;cl.tru "c ~: I~, Ie;<, <1;, ~,rt '" mJ;''' r~ 
r"". ,M.e .,l .'" ~"to. Q, , ... , "'" t, ... , ,\,.-.1 

Figwe e.g, Valu~ F1.m,otion IJlt<or"-"uon Guidance 

Ifthfo "SeT d""" I>Ot want to start afi.,,;h he/she h"" tu dick On "t-,"o". Othcrwi,., 
if he/she wall1.s to st,~Tt air""h he/"h" h"" to click 00 ·Yes". St"-tling ufr""h 
giVUl yet u different "luting oolutioll and the pro".,,;s cantin""" lilc",,,i,,.,. 

I." 
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terested in your 

Note: 

1. We need answers to all do not skip any 

2. through the We are interested in your first 
Do not an excessive amount of time on each 

should take no more than 10 minutes of your time to 

3. circle a number from 1 to 5, where 1 rPT>rp'QPn 

tlSl:ac:tory outcome of the and 5 "P'~"P'''Pl,t" 

4. For nn,Q"tinn a written provide for your response 
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.1 

Sex: 

1 Female 2 Male 

Educational tlalcK:jgrclun 

.2 

(i) How familiar are you with multicriteria decision ... <:tn. ... !". 

1 2 3 4 5 

(ii) How do you rank your level of 

1 2 3 4 5 

(i) How did you find the DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 

(ii) How error-tolerant did you find the DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 

(ii) How easy did you to the sol ution? 

1 2 3 4 5 

(iv) How flexible did you find the DSS in 'C-U,dHI5Hj,!". your mind 
the solution DrIOCI~SS 

1 2 3 4 5 

(v) How easy did you interact with the DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How often did you lost while the DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Is the flow of 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Did you feel comfortable in the DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 

(ix) Is the the solution 

1 2 3 4 5 

(x) Were you comfortable with the you came across? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Was it easy for you to find your way the use of the 
DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 

(i) How do rate the screen appearance and 

1 2 3 4 5 

are similar and related 
actions 

1 2 3 4 5 

(iii) Are items such as buttons plclcea in a sensible 

1 2 3 4 5 

.5 

(i) Which method do you to in a DSS? 

1 Value Function 2 Reference Point 3 Interactive 

(ii) Which method gave the most SalGls:ra<:'tory solution? 

1 Value Function 2 Reference Point 3 Interactive 
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Did you substantial differences in the solutions obtained 
the three methods? 

1 Yes 2 No 

(iv) How confident were you that you had achieved as a solu-
tion as 

1 2 3 4 5 

(v) Were the methods fail-safe there was no need to reinitialize 
the method the solution ? 

1 Yes 2 No 

If No, which not fail-safe? __________ _ 

(i) How did you to the solution Value Function 
Method? 

1 2 3 4 5 
(very slowly) (very 

(ii) did you to the solution Interactive 
Method? 

1 2 3 4 5 
quickly) 

How did you to the solution Reference Point 
Method? 

1 2 3 4 5 
(very 

(iv) How do you rate the of the DSS? 

1 2 3 4 5 
(very (very 

.7 
(i) What did you like most about the DSS't ____________ _ 
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What did you dislike most about the DSS'? ____________ _ 

Other "UI;I'."'" 
or comments: ________________ _ 

Thank you for your ""rm.n ... ~ 

L 
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nThe VBA code can be accessed from the disk attached to the write-
up. To view the the file DSS in the compact disk should be 
Then a pop-up for 'security appears. The macros should be enabled 
by on "Enable Macros". The VBA code can be seen in the Visual 
Basic Editor window. The Visual Basic Editor window can be accessed under 

Basic Editor from the Excel window. 
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